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SPECIES AND MINIATURE NARCISSUS IN
BERKELEY

NANCY WILSON, Berkeley, California
Illustrated by WILLIAM CAMPBELL, Lafayette, California

(Reprinted with permission from Pacific Horticulture, April 1976)

The name narcissus comes from the Greek word meaning torpor, which is an
allusion to the narcotic properties of the flower. Narcissus is a member of the
Amaryllidaceae and contains natives of Spain, Portugal, North Africa, Italy,
France, and England.

In the garden, species and their hybrids take special care. This care is
different from the culture of large flowered narcissus.

In their natural habitats, the species plants flower between September and
July, depending on their location and altitude. Many of them grow near the
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edge of the melting snow, others grow on granite cliffs near the seaside, and
some grow in open fields. N. cahicola grows in pockets of limestone filled with
humus. In general the bulbs like a thin, rocky soil which is slightly acid. They
are not heavy feeders and generally dislike fertilizers. A very fine sprinkling of
all-purpose rose food on top of the ground every third year seems sufficient for
my plants. Bonemeal is not a good fertilizer unless it is fresh steamed. The type
sold in nurseries does not break down for seven to eight years. Superphosphate
is recommended by the American Daffodil Society and some growers believe
wood ashes are good.
' My small bulbs are planted at a depth of four times the bulb size. The
contractile roots will pull them down to their favored depth. This is one reason
why I feel the bulbs should not be dug annually, but should be left in one
position for several years. The energy used to find the favored level can then be
turned to plant growth. As long as they bloom, they do not need to be divided.
They will stop blooming when a large bulb breaks up into many little bulbs.

Good drainage is essential. The bulbs can be planted on a slope, hillside, or in
raised beds. I have had success with most species by planting them in raised
beds on the southwest side of an off-white stuccoed house. The beds are
bottomless boxes, nine inches high, twenty inches wide, and five feet long.
These boxes are filled with a mixture of local clay (adobe) soil, compost, and
sand. I have added granite gravel to the mixture and use it for a mulch layer
over the soil surface. The boxes are divided into seven inch sections by half
inch mesh wire screen. This division keeps the varieties separate for
identification purposes.

The bulbs demand heavy watering during growth. The soil is kept moist as
long as there is green foliage. At our vacation place in Humboldt County the
rainfall has been as high as one hundred seventy-five inches in the winter.
N. b. romieuxii zaianicus from the Zaian Mountains of Morocco grows for me in
a field where the water makes pools during rain storms and this bulb has
bloomed for years.

The main consideration with small bulbs is to let them dry out in the ground
during the summer. Once their foliage is brown and crisp, they do not like to
be watered until the rains start in the fall. If you live in an area of summer rains,
cover the beds. There is one exception to this rule. N. cydamineus and its
hybrids like a damp, partially shaded location in the summer.

For best results plant the bulbs as soon as they are available. Do not keep
them out of the ground for any length of time for the bulbocodiums in
particular show some sign of root growth most of the year. When it is necessary
to dig, I do it about six weeks after the foliage is dry and soak the bulbs
immediately in a Benlate solution for one half hour. Then the bulbs are dried,
cleaned, and stored in a cool, shaded place. When they need dividing, they can
be replanted immediately. The bulbs seem to be weakened if allowed to be out
of the ground for long periods. In colder areas plant the bulbs in cold frames
during the winter. In the cold frames they can stand freezing weather to at least
20°F if they are not too wet and are well drained.

My boxes are partially shaded by the house wall and get morning sun and
about two hours of afternoon sun. N. jonquilla, N. gaditanus, and N. ivillkommii
multiply and bloom profusely in this situation, disclaiming for me the fact that
Jonquilleae like full sun.

The Benlate solution is used to stop Fusarium oxysporum f. narcissi which
causes basal rot. This fungus thrives in a nitrogen rich, hot, wet soil. The basal
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plate rots and the bulb dies. A good mulch will keep the bed cool and help cut
down this disease. The mulch can be pine needles, gravel, or a ground cover
that likes a dry summer, such as portulaca.

The species seem fairly disease free but the hybrids show viral diseases more
readily here. The most common viral disease is yellow stripe. It is carried by
several kinds of aphids and can be kept down by weeding. This stripe is
apparent upon emergence of the leaves. When you inspect your bulbs and find
the disease, rogue out the bulbs and march off to the garbage can with tears in
your eyes; there is no practical cure. I have had a false yellow stripe caused by
my large dog stepping on the ground just before leaf emergence. If you have
precious bulbs you think may be infected, grow them in isolation for a year to
confirm the disease before discarding them. Unfortunately there are some
hybrids that seem to have only viral infected bulbs; nevertheless they are kept
by growers because they are unusual.

The bulb and stem nematode, Ditylenchus dipsaci, attacks small bulbs, causing
the foliage to swell and curl. There is evidence to show that African marigolds
will change the soil chemistry enough to discourage the nematodes from
traveling through it, and for the amateur this is an easier control than methyl
bromide or hot water.

The large narcissus fly, Meridon equestris, is a great pest. This fly looks like a
small furry bee but has one pair of wings. It has a characteristic loud buzzing
noise and once recognized can be caught with a net and killed. This fly lays its
eggs near the hole left by the dying narcissus foliage. The larvae hatch and crawl
down over the bulb and up through the basal plate where they go through
several moults while maintaining themselves on the bulb. If the whole base
plate is eaten, the bulb dies. I have eliminated the fly in my garden by placing
the bulb on a sprinkling of Chlordane granules in the bottom of the hole.

The leaves of narcissus are the source of next years flowers, so do not tie
them in knots. Let them die down naturally. The small bulbs have fine foliage
and are not unsightly. Once the foliage is dry it should be gathered up and
destroyed. The soil should be raked to fill the holes left by the leaves. This hole
becomes a passageway for little slugs and snails, who love the flowers and new
leaf tips.

If the bulbs are planted in the open, it is advisable to put a fine screen under
them. Their minuteness and shape cause them to roll merrily down rodent
runways and off to the bowels of the earth. Moles and gophers do not eat them.

Pot culture is one method of raising small narcissus, but it is tricky. The roots
like to go deep and so the pot needs to be deep. Ideally the pots should be sunk
in the ground. The pot bottom can be covered with nylon net to keep out the
snails and slugs. The net can be held down with granite gravel which also helps
drainage. The bulbs are planted at the required depth and mulched to keep the
moisture and temperature even.

I have grown all of the following narcissus in my Berkeley garden.
Narcissus rupicola has a five inch scape and a yellow, one inch flower that

looks like a little pancake. It is identified by a six-lobed corona. The flower is
fragrant and blooms in March. Successful hybrids include Sundial and
Bobbysoxer. Sundial is an excellent garden bulb, blooming from February
through March. It has two to three deep yellow, fleshy flowers with a greenish
tint. It is a good increaser. Bobbysoxer blooms in late March; the sun fades its
orange corona. N. watieri is similar to N. rupicola, but white. It has grey foliage.
This bulb does not multiply well, but sends up one or two beautiful flowers
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every year. N. scaberulus grows naturally in a pine woodland and appreciates a
pine mulch. It usually has lax, curling foliage with a typically rough edge. The
scape carries two or three flowers that are smaller than N. rupicola. The
perianth is yellow and the corona a soft orange. N. jonquilla is a large species
often fifteen inches high. It has round, dark green foliage and three to six dark
yellow, one and one-half inch flowers which are very fragrant. It is a good
increaser and is happy in a pot. Hybrids include Hawera and April Tears. April
Tears is six inches high and has one to four yellow flowers with reflexed
perianths. The corona faces the ground giving the flower a shy appearance.
Hawera is similar, but does not have the elegance of April Tears. Sea Gift is a
natural hybrid found on the Cornish Coast by Alec Gray. The flowers are larger
than N. jonquilla, the corona is longer and the scape shorter. Smaller species
similar to N. jonquilla are N. gaditanus, five to eight inches high; and
N. fernandesii, a stronger appearing plant about ten inches high. N. willkommii
grows eight to ten inches high and has thick,  stiff, dark green leaves. These
three species are excellent increasers and are effective if planted in front of
N. jonquilla. N. viridiflorus is from Gibraltar and Morocco. The flower is a dull
grey green. The perianth segments are curved and their tips resemble a little
crochet hook. This flower is very fragrant. It does not come up every year, but
the bulbs stay in good health during dormant years. It is easy to miss the bloom
unless you are on the watch for it in early December. N. x gracilis is a natural
cross of N. jonquilla and N. poeticus. The flower is light yellow and grows ten
inches high.

Narcissus triandrus has one to five pale yellow, cernuous flowers. It grows
naturally on granite soil in grassy slopes and pine woods. There is also a white
form of N. triandrus.

Narcissus tazetta panizzianus has been in Berkeley gardens for a long time. It
is smaller than N. tazetta papyraceus, similar in form and very fragrant.

Narcissus asturiensis is a tiny trumpet type. It is three inches tall and has
yellow, one inch flowers. This little flower is like the tiniest King Alfred
imaginable and is happy in the rock garden. Little Gem is a selected form of
N. minor. The five inch scape has a flower large for its height. A good increaser
and consistently a good bloomer, it is excellent for the rock garden and one of
my favorites. N. cyclamineus is very distinct, the scapes are six to nine inches tall
and the corona faces the ground. The perianth segments are tightly reflexed.
This bulb likes a mossy location and variants of it seem to bloom at different
times. It is popular with hybridizers and has produced Jumblie and Tete-a-Tete,
both available and easy to grow.

Narcissus poeticus Flore Pleno is welcome because of its late blooming period.
It has a reputation for producing buds which fail to open, but does well here in
a poorly drained, shaded, clay soil that gets some summer water. It is native to
moist meadows. N. poeticus var. recurvus, the pheasant's eye narcissus, grows
nearby. These two old varieties are difficult to find now, but worth the effort.
They have freshness and charm that are hard to equal.

A bulb fitting the description of N. tazetta italicus was found growing in this
garden. It is supposed to be sterile, but the form here has off-white, starry
flowers that have set seed. In 1973 this bulb bloomed in September when the
preceding winter had been cold. Was there a relationship between the early
blooming and the cold winter? My records show that Taffeta and Jessamy
bloomed six weeks earlier in 1973. N. Canaliculatus, reportedly difficult to
grow, is common in bulb catalogs. This bulb needs a hot, dry summer and a
compacted soil or it will split up into many little bulbs. It grows well in the
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raised boxes, but not in the open ground. The corona is a chrome-orange and
the perianth white. Minnow is an excellent tazetta hybrid with a long blooming
period.

My best success has been with the section Corbularia. Narcissus bulbocodium
has grass-like leaves and a single, yellow flower on a stiff scape. N. b. romieuxii
zaianicus has pale yellow flowers and a large, round corona. It is a good
bloomer and a choice bulb. N. b. obesus is one of the largest with a one inch,
round, very fat corona. It will grow ten inches high and is of easy culture.
N. bulbocodium vulgaris is the tallest one I grow and the corona is almost orange
and very showy. N. b. romieuxii consistently blooms in December and has
produced flowers until February. N. b. nivalis has the smallest of flowers; it has
a two and one half inch scape, a narrow corona and tiny pointed perianth
segments. N. cantabrkus and its variants have white or very pale yellow flowers.
They bloom in the winter. The corona is fairly smooth in the type and is usually
ruffled in the case of N. cantabrkus petunioides and N. hedraeanthus. Both of
these bulbs are rare in cultivation. N. bedraeanthus barely has a scape at all and
its flowers are a buffy, yellowish white, much loved by snails. The hybrids
between N. bulbocodium and N. cantabrkus are sterile.

Taffeta and Jessamy are hybrids of N.
b. romieuxii and N. cantabrkus monophyl-
lus. These little bulbs are excellent in-
creasers and are the first to bloom in the
fall. Taffeta is three to four inches high
and its long, bulbous flower is a little top
heavy and humeral in appearance. Jes-
samy is about one half inch taller and
more graceful. It opens a lemon yellow
and fades to white. It is fragrant. Both
hybrids are delightful in clumps because
they face in all directions.

Propagation of small narcissus is by di-
vision and seeds. Recently there has been
an interest in twin scale propagation. The
bulb is cut up with a sharp knife. A piece
of the basal plate must be left on each
piece. The pieces are soaked in a fun-
gicide and put in a sterile medium at
70°F. Bulblets form quickly and it is a
good way to increase a rare bulb.

I plant seeds in a gritty loam as soon as
they ripen. They often germinate in the
fall and remain with green leaves for one
and one half years if I feed them once a
month with a one fourth strength solu-
tion of fertilizer such as Hyponex. When
the foliage dies down they are allowed to
have a normal dry summer and are put
outdoors where they get the rain. The
fertilizing seems to speed up the bloom-
ing to three or four years from seed. Narcissus 'Jessamy'
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These small narcissus, suited to northern California, are a delight to grow and
lend themselves to rock gardens and small areas with dry summers.

While identification of the species and their hybrids remains difficult, the
charm of narcissus is undeniable and unravelling the puzzles they present is for
me a fascinating hobby. Among the species, nomenclature is in confusion and
some have several names in common use. Bulbs are often improperly identified
when they are received from the commercial growers and the keys for
identification are not well defined.

As early as 1629 a formal description of some of the species was begun by
Parkinson. The classifications have frequently been revised by such men as  J. G.
Baker (1875), Peter Barr (1884), and currently by the Royal Horticultural
Society which publishes the Classfied List and International Register of Daffodil
Names. The most interesting work to date has been a study of the genetic origin
of the species by Dr. Abilio Fernandes of the University of Coimbra, Portugal.
Through his work in Spain, Portugal, and Morocco, it is shown that forms of
N. jonquilla are very old. From gaps in their distribution a conclusion may be
made that Africa and Europe were once joined by land and that the
Mediterranean area changed geographically in such a way as to gradually
eliminate large areas of natural distribution.

Narcissus 'Taffeta'
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HYBRIDIZING WORKSHOP —
1978 CONVENTION

(The following was transcribed from the tapes of the 1978 ADS convention.
Dr. Tom Throckmorton, William Pannill, William Roese, and Roberta
Watrous were panelists.)

Left to right: Roberta Watrous, William Roese, Tom Throckmorton,
and William Pannill.

DR. THROCKMORTON: About forty years ago, there was a little Readers'
Digest squib that told about this lovely wedding in a large church. The wedding
vows were exchanged in front of a large audience, the bride turned and the
groom raised her veil and planted a long kiss on her lips. Over the audience
rose this childish voice, "Mama, is he spreading the pollen on her now?" So,
we're going to talk about the pollen spreading.

First, if you're going to hybridize daffodils, you've got to have daffodil
hybridizing clothes. (Reveals hat amid much laughter.) We grow our daffodils in
clumps in the woods, we don't grow them in rows. We used to grow them in
rows, but as you get older, you think more about trees and turf and you plant
your daffodils sort of among the trees. So ours are in clumps, and with each
clump is a marker with its name. This is the kind of marker that at the end of
the season you can step on and it goes down in the ground and gets out of the
way. Then when spring comes you can pull it back up again. I bought these in
Nashville at a fire sale of some kind about 1969. I bought 500 of them and they
were all stainless steel. Jean sprayed them with a little paint, and so each clump
is marked.

Now, when you have some idea you're going to hybridize, you should have
an idea why you're going to hybridize some of them. I mean, why do I want to
put this on that? All I can tell you is, (we'll argue this point later) most daffodils
tend to be self sterile. Most daffodils don't pollinate themselves, they need help
from the outside — either bees or man or wind. You need to have some
hybridizing equipment. This is a little curved hemostat, which I use. Other
people can use eyebrow tweezers or whatever they want, but all this jazz about
using brushes is for the birds! Dipping them in alcohol to remove pollen is
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much too time consuming. It's much easier to just reach inside and grab one of
these little things that's got pollen on it, that they call anthers. Anthers don't
always have pollen on them. You have to wait until they first open — we have a
great word for that, it's dehisce. After the anther dehisces, then you put it on
the end of the style, that thing that sticks out in the center, which is known as
the stigma. Really, if you look at it carefully, it's like a little saucer; it's sort of
concave, and if you just pat it so that little saucer is full of pollen, you've done
all you can do for that flower's sex life. I mean there's nothing more. Now,
things that help you are: pollinate when the bees are out; if the bees are
working that side of the street, you can be working this side of the street,
because it's a good day for it. But if it's cold, if the temperatures are down
below 50, down in the 40's, the stigma is dry, thsn this flower isn't ready to be
pollinated by anybody, bee or man. It won't work. Another thing, if it rains
within five hours of the time you did your pollination, there's some chance it
won't take. But that's beside the point.

Now after I've done all this patting and got the pollen on it, and remember
I've got a marker, I've got this little flag. Now suppose I wanted to cross Rose
Caprice with Fionn. These little flags can be bought at any nursery. They're
quite inexpensive. You stick that in the ground behind the flower you just
pollinated. And with your indelible pen, which comes off with the first rain, you
write the name of the pollen parent on the flag; the name of the seed parent is
already on the marker. So you've got it made for that particular day. Now
you've got the flags up, and by the time you're through, your yard or your
daffodil beds are speckled with these flags. Yellow is the greatest color, because
after the daffodils die down it still dosen't look too bad. Then you have to wait.

Then there's a pregnancy period, so you have to have another hat for that
one, for a pregnant daffodil. When the daffodil's ovary begins to puff up a little
bit, (that's that green knob that's behind the bloom) the bloom dies down and
this little green knob gets half as big as a ping pong ball. You say, "Ah, she's
pregnant." Well the chances are you're right, but there is such a thing as false
pregnancy, and if somebody wants to talk to me about that afterwards, I'll be
glad to tell them why this happens. But anyway, this little balloon swells up, and
it has the seeds in it. Now how many of you have ever had the experience of
losing your daffodil seeds? You've made all these careful crosses, and you went
to all this trouble, and you wonder where the seeds are. You're looking in the
grass or on the path. So, this is stage two. You get some fishline and put it in
your pocket with the end coming out, then you get a roll of what's called tube
gauze. If you have any problem, you go to the emergency room of the nearest
hospital and say, "I've hurt my thumb, I need an enormous roll of tube gauze."
Tie a knot in it, like that; then you've got a little sock or cap, and you pull that
on over this pregnant knob, you see. Then you reach in your pocket and get out
the fish line and you tie it around the neck of the flower, and in this is that
pregnant knob, all encased in tube gauze, and you've done part two. Now you
can find these pregnant daffodils because you've got those flags waving. You go
to each flag and you see whether you have a pregnancy or not. If you don't, pull
the head off, take the flag down and forget about it. But if you have a
pregnancy, then wrap her up because when the seeds come, you've got them!!
Whether it's the end of June, or the end of July that you get around to getting
your seeds, they're going to be in this sock.

So that brings up stage three. Now you've got the pregnancy, you've got it
encased here, it's going along fine, but the time for delivery comes. By that
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time it's July 1st, and it's hot and you need another hybridizing hat! So, it's hot
now, and you go out and you take these heads with the little sacks, just pull
them off, put them in an envelope, furnished by the Sheraton-Columbus Hotel,
and maybe you've got eight sacks, or maybe ten of them from this cross, and
you write with your waterproof pen on the outside what the cross is: Rose
Caprice x Fionn. Write that on this little envelope and seal it up. And you
know, on a hot day that's all you have to do.

Then there is the fourth stage. You don't need a hat for it — you do it inside!
What you need is a white piece of paper (because daffodil seeds are black)
spread out on the kitchen table. I keep track, and the last year I did any
extensive hybridizing I had about 2500 seeds and I averaged 18.3 seed per pod.
Sometimes there's one and sometimes there's almost fifty, but they'll average
about 18 seeds per pod. You take this envelope out, and open it up, get out
your scissors and slit open this little sock, spread it out there and get all the
seeds, and spread them out on this paper so you can see them. Take a knife
(which you always have) out of your pocket and use that to push these little
seeds around so that you separate the good ones from the  chaff, then count
them. Then you put the seeds in a small envelope. I usually put them in a
prescription envelope because I get them for free from the druggist because I
give him a lot of business. But any kind of envelope will do. Put the black seeds
in the envelope, and write on it again the cross: Rose Caprice X Fionn. And
write on it the number of pods and the number of seeds. You'll be glad that you
did this later, although it doesn't sound like much now. Then when you get all
this done, and you've got all your little envelopes, then on each envelope you
write the cross number, again with this pen that never fails. I use this system:
1967/1. That means this is 1967, the first cross of that year. 1967/2 and so
forth. So maybe you've made 50 crosses that year. You wind up with 1967/ up
to 50. You do that because you have to have a cross number or nobody will pay
any attention to your seedling. This is just a number that you pull out of thin
air. Everybody's got their own system of doing it but most of them include the
date of the year.

So if you've got enough hats and enough fishline and enough signs and
enough patience and you wait five years after you plant these seeds — they'll
tell you about planting seeds, I'm just telling you about the fertilizing part —
but if you wait five years — the first five years are the hardest, because every
year after that come the new babies, and things are fine.

QUESTION: One thing I wondered about using any type of netting over the
stem — some sorts tend to fall down to the ground — . . . in a particularly wet
year I would think that the entire pod would rot away.

ANSWER: Actually this doesn't seem to happen. They seem to stand up.
Many of you have found out by the time it's time to pick the seed your plant's
already fallen down to the ground. The stem is lying there, and you can't even
find the pod. But if you've got this little sock on it, you've got sort of a marker;
you're hunting for this little whitish thing which you can find. To try to pick up
seeds out of a path or something is just kind of ridiculous. So I recommend the
sock — it won't do any harm, it's easy to do, it takes about a minute and it also
gives your wife something to do. She holds the things while I tie.

QUESTION: In natural cross pollination, if you put a little sock on and mark
what flower it came from, might you get some worthwhile things?

ANSWER: Yes, you have half of it. You at least know the mother.
QUESTION: They don't come true to their parents anyhow, do they?
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TOP: Centre Ville (Throckmorton); 64/2/4  (N.  triandrus  concolor  X
n. fernandesii) (Watrous)
BOTTOM:  Lalique (Throckmorton); Rim Ride (Pannill)
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ANSWER: None of them do, because they're all tetraploid. They're just like
children; the two parents may both have red hair and blue eyes, but the kids are
all going to look a little different anyway.

BILL PANNILL: Well, I don't have a prepared speech, I thought it was going
to be question and answer, but I do have a fake nose upstairs but I didn't bring
it down, so I can't put it on. I don't have any hats. I might say that Tom
Throckmorton left out one thing. He said do it on a day that the bees are out.
Well, I find that even if the bees are not out, if you rub your legs together and
hum while you're doing it, very often the flowers will think the bees are out!

I thought about it more, not from the mechanics of hybridizing or planting
the seed which has been pretty well covered here, but more of what you could
look for in trying to get seedlings, worthwhile seedlings, from your various
efforts. And I can tell you the experience I've had and pretty much what
Murray Evans has had and maybe you can gain a little something from that.

When I first started hybridizing, I made some pretty wild crosses. They seem
more wild to me now than they did then. I did get a few worthwhile things, not
many. I thought that by crossing a white and red cup, (what we call a 2b red,
really it's a white and orange) with a white and pink that maybe I'd get a little
more intense red. I got absolutely nothing with several thousand seed probably,
or maybe a thousand or so, from several different crosses like that. I got more
of a washed out orange. I found also that certain flowers that grow very well
don't make good parents. A good example of that was Festivity. I must have
raised three or four thousand seed from Festivity in many different crosses and
I think I ended up with about two worth keeping. I'm not talking down
Festivity as a flower, because it's a beautiful flower, but you'll find that in
looking at the crosses that other people have made that there are some parents
that are proven good parents. Easter Moon is a good example of that. I've had
excellent luck with it, I know Tom Throckmorton has, and practically anybody
who hybridizes and has used it has gotten good flowers from it. The
Richardsons and Mr. Mitsch both used Green Island and Chinese White and
got, it seems to me, hundreds of flowers that they introduced, some of them
very similar, but there are differences, from those two. I guess the point I'm
trying to make here is if you are interested in starting hybridizing, do it with
proven parents if you can. Take a few chances. That's one good thing about
being an amateur hybridizer, you haven't lost anything but five years time and a
whole lot of effort if you don't get a good cross, but if you do make a wild
cross, occasionally you'll come up with something worthwhile or at least
different.

The other hard thing about any parent or any hybridizer is to evaluate your
seedlings. And of course the more seedlings you grow the easier it is to discard
ones that are not better than what you started with. Of course that's the whole
criteria for evaluating. Did I get something as good as, well really as good as
shouldn't be acceptable because you already had the mother and father, did I
get something better than the mother and the father. If I did get something
better, then that's worth keeping and growing on for awhile. If I didn't let's get
rid of it now, so that it won't take up space and effort and I won't rationalize
every year when I look at it and say, "Well, this does look a little bit better,"
and end up forgetting what the mother and father looked like and decide that
this child is probably worth introducing. Now I'm not saying I'm not guilty of
that. I think I am at times. And yet each year I think I get a little bit more harsh
in my evaluation of them. And a little more self critical with them. Self critical
with myself. Another thing, though, when you do evaluate, you might, and
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again this might take a little rationalizing or it might be rationalizing, consider
blooming time. Sometimes I'll get a flower that is no better than the mother.
It's as good as the mother, it looks like the mother, but it may bloom two weeks
later or two weeks earlier than the mother or father. If you get a pink that will
bloom two weeks later than all your other pinks, even though it's not any
better, it's still a valuable flower. So you've got to use blooming time as part of
your evaluation. I don't grow doubles very well; I have a lot of trouble getting
them to bloom and not blast. Well, I recently named two doubles that grow
well for me that are no better and not as good as some of Mrs. Richardson's
doubles. But they do much better for me in my area, and they do OK in
Oregon, so I know they will grow in those two extreme situations. So I'm
saying that sometimes we wonder why people name flowers that look just like
another one and maybe don't look quite as good as that one. Well, I will defend
them by saying that very often it's because of that — that the bloom season or
the way they grow for a particular area might make them a little more
worthwhile than just their general appearance might indicate.

PANNILL SEEDLING DOUBLES: 66/16A (Moyard x Gay Challenger),
66/17 (Kingfisher X Gay Challenger), 66/13 (Richardson seedling X
Vulcan), 66/221 (Pink Chiffon x (Rose Ribbon x Caro Nome)), and
66/45 (White O'Morn X Richardson seedling),

The other thing that I think it's hard not to do, and I do it so I can't criticize
anybody for doing it, is trying to cover every area of hybridizing — every
division. Tom Throckmorton has specialized. He specialized I would say mainly
in Divisions 2 and 3, and in a particular color — the jaundiced color, or the
Aircastle color, the evasive color that changes from time to time — and he's
been very successful doing that. I, on the other hand, have gone everywhere
from miniatures to doubles to trumpets to everything except the split coronas,
and I might end up with one of those one day, but it won't be because I tried to
though! It will be, as my son said when he was a little boy, a "frig of nature." I
think that's a very descriptive term so I use it in that case. I think some of those
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are a "frig of nature.' So, it's much easier, it takes a lot less space, and you
probably would accomplish more if you do set your sights on cyclamineus, or
one particular area. Several years ago all the crosses that I made were on
yellows and pinks hoping to get better yellow petals with pink cups. Well, that's
because I'm winding it down a little bit now. I'm not shooting with a shotgun
going in every direction, although the next year I may have done most of my
crosses with jonquils or something. So I'm still covering each division, but not
doing like the bumble bee and running through the yard putting pollen on
everything.

Many of your flowers that you do pollinate don't set seed. Don't let that
discourage you. You'll find that after awhile you'll get like me. Very often when
I put pollen on it I say a little prayer, please don't let this set seed! If I got any
more seed, I wouldn't know what to do with them. Different areas of the
country get different results with their success in getting seed, but I would say
in my case if I got 50% success in the number of blooms I pollinate, that would
be an exceptional amount of seed for that year. From some crosses you might
cross ten blooms of some and end up with fifteen seeds altogether. Another
one you might end up with 650 seeds from crossing the same number of
blooms. So you might want to repeat crosses year after year, so that you can
exhaust the mathematical possibilities of them. I don't know how many would
be necessary to do that. Still, I've gotten some of my best results from growing
25 seed from a cross and then gotten absolutely nothing in many, many
instances from growing two or three hundred seeds from a cross. Then you just
throw the whole works away after growing them for the five or six years. It's
discouraging, but you may have one right next to it where something good has
happened.

So I'd encourage anybody who has the time and effort and the hats and the
inclination to do it — it's not a hard thing to do as Tom said. It's a fun thing to
do and once you get that pipeline filled and you get your first year's blooms and
you keep making your crosses every year, then you have a new batch every year
coming along. So I guess that's all I've got to say.

QUESTION: In those crosses with the Division 2 white/pinks and the
Division 2 white/oranges, did you ever take the Fi's and intercross them or back
cross them?

ANSWER: NO, I haven't done that. Now that might be a good thing to do.
It's hard for me to take two flowers that would look that bad and try to get
something good out of it. Probably from a scientific standpoint you could very
well do it. I have, though, used seedlings in my crosses that were not too good
themselves. For instance, in trying to get a red trumpet daffodil, I made some
crosses in which I got trumpet measurement daffodils with good color and poor
perianth, and I got some others whose form was pretty good all the way
through but they were not quite trumpet measurement. Others had good form
and were trumpet measurement but the color was not quite deep enough. Now
I've used those together. I know that none of those will ever be named and I've
used them two or three years to get seed and then discarded them. So I have
used some of my seedlings in crosses knowing that the seedling itself would
never be worthy of introduction. But not when they were as bad as the ones I
mentioned. From that type cross I mentioned I did get about two that I grew
for a time that had the Ariel or Blarney or Blarney's Daughter coloring in the
cup. But they weren't too faithful in their coloration each year, much like Ariel
or Blarney's Daughter.
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QUESTION: Mr. Pannill, I see these little wee bitty flowers down on this
side of the table and the grown ones up on the other end. Are there any special
problems in crossing the two types?

ANSWER, DR. THROCKMORTON: Although reciprocal crosses are supposed
to be more or less the same, that is, it doesn't matter whichever is mother or
father, it's better if you're going to cross a little wee flower and a great big
flower to cross small onto big rather than big onto small. The seeds in this little
thing are pretty little, hard to handle, and they don't have as much food in
them, and you'll get a better — earlier flower anyway — earlier germination,
better germination, if you cross little to big.

BILL ROESE: Well, I guess it's my shot. I got pushed into hybridizing at an
early age. When I first started growing daffodils, I went to the well, as it were,
and I wrote to Guy Wilson. I told him that I wanted to grow daffodils and I
wanted to grow some like he had in his catalogue, would he send me a
collection, and put a price on it? Well, I got a nice letter back from him and a
little sack of bulbs. And he said if you ever want to grow daffodils in Southern
California you're going to have to hybridize them because Irish daffodils just
aren't going to grow in a warm sunny climate. So I got an early start doing that.
I'm not as scientific as the doctor, here. I grow mine in rows and I don't use a
tweezers.

When I get ready to make a cross, I just take the first flower in the row, tear
the cup open, reach in and grab the anthers, put a tag on it, and just go down
the row and hit every flower in that row. If I run out of pollen, of course I put
another tag on and go from there. I couldn't say I had any roaring successes the
first few years.

I inbreed my daffodils. I'll digress a bit. I'm a pigeon flier, and I fly racing
pigeons. To raise your own strain of racing birds and have them be successful,
you have to inbreed. That means breeding from the son back to the mother and
the reverse of that. And in doing this you get a great many yo-yo's, you know,
that are no good for anything, and of course you cull those out. But not only do
you show up all the bad features of the bird, but you show up all the good
features also, in the other children. So what I've done primarily is to raise what
I think is a pretty good daffodil, and the number one thing for me, or course, is
bigger, because they just don't grow well in Southern California unless you
hybridize your own. Find a vigorous one and breed back to it. I think the most
successful cross I ever made was the one that produced Top Secret (Rameses x
Limerick).

(Editor's note: At this point there seems to be an 18 minute gap in the tape! So
with apologies to Mr. Roes'e and Mrs. Watrous, we join Roberta Watrous in progress.)

ROBERTA WATROUS: If you go to a wedding in June, and they have little
bags of rice tied up in yellow tulle, that's very handy for putting over seedpods.
It's nylon tulle, it doesn't stay wet, you put it on with a tiny little bit of twist 'em
and it's also very visible. I use tweezers to get the anthers out, but if you're
making crosses using something as small as N. rupicola or N. scaberulus as your
pollen source, the best thing to do is tear away the excess cup and just use the
flower directly. At least that's what I have found.

QUESTION: HOW do you know when the stigma is receiving the pollen, and
when is the pollen ready to be put on the stigma?

ANSWER: Well, I watch the plants as they are coming along; but some
things I don't de-anther, because I'd be just as willing to have them
self-pollinate. With the species you're more likely to get self-pollination than
with your more sophisticated later generations. But for instance if I'm
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pollinating N. cydamineus with N. jonquilla, I'd love to get more of those, but
I'd be quite happy just to get more N. cydamineus seed. So I don't de-anther.
Usually if I am going to de-anther, I do it using this tweezer to pull the anthers
out, and then wait a day or so, because I think the stigma isn't really ready as
soon as you take the anthers off. You want to get the anthers off when they are
very young, before they look yellow.

DR. THROCKMORTON: In my experience, somewhat the reverse is true. I
take out the anthers, and I think the stigma may be ready and moist even before
the anthers have dehisced. And I often pollinate the stigma before the anthers
have dehisced on purpose, and it seems to work OK. Also, by the way, if you
want to pollinate something at the end of the season with something from the
beginning of the season, just put the bloom (the whole flower without water) in
the refrigerator when the bloom is still a bud. You can wait a month, put it in
hot water, open it up, the anthers dehisce, and you can pollinate with a much
earlier blooming flower later on.

QUESTION: Roberta, why didn't you bring that hat that you wear when you
pollinate?

ANSWER: Well, I have a nice sort of pagoda-shaped hat that I use.
DR. THROCKMORTON: There you are!
BILL PANNILL: I guess I'm making a question and a statement, too. Don't

you find that if you're going to use the species such as
N. jonquilla or N. triandrus albus for a cross, that since there is so much
variation within a species, that you should pick ones, let's say in the case of N.
jonquilla, ones that have well formed flowers and several flowers to a stem; and
in the case of N. triandrus albus, the ones that have three or four flowers on a
stem, so that trait will be passed on to your offspring. In other words, it's not
the same just because it's N. triandrus albus; the pollen's different between the
different strains of it.

ROBERTA WATROUS: I think you're right. I haven't done enough to prove
it, but I'm sure there's something in it. I'm sure you're right.

BILL PANNILL: SO use the best ones you can if you're using those.
ROBERTA WATROUS: One of the limiting factors in getting miniatures is

that you don't have color in any of the really tiny things. Seville is a cultivar of
1908. I presume it is a diploid, and most modern ones are tetraploid. If you use
tetraploids you're not going to get anything very small, you're not likely to get
miniatures. So I try to have a few of these smaller, earlier flowers such as Little
Waxy. I don't think it was ever registered, but Helen Link gave it to me and it's
a smallish one. There is one called Rosy Trumpet, another small one. I did have
that nice Little Echo, a beautifully formed pink—it's really a 2W-P, but it's
almost a trumpet.

QUESTION: On the very tiny flowers, do you still use a tweezers, or do you
ever use a brush?

ROBERTA WATROUS: I never use a brush. The only time I use a brush is if I
want to sort of help them self-pollinate. I do that sometimes with N.
cydamineus.

BILL PANNILL: I use a brush altogether. I'm the only one in the bunch that
uses a brush.

ROBERTA WATROUS: NOW I've been particularly interested in making
crosses between N. cydamineus and N. jonquilla. Maybe some of you noticed
my Flyaway in the show. That was my first great success — my main success!
Practically my only one so far! except for some little ones that I have coming.
One has N. cydamineus and N. jonquilla, but it also has a trumpet in its
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background. The seed parent was a cross between a trumpet and N. cyclamineus
and then I used N. jonquilla on it. Several are from Mitzy, a small white
cyclamineus hybrid, by N. jonquilla. Bill Pannill's Junior Miss is from Jenny by
N. jonquilla. He says when he has it, it looks more cyclamineus than mine. I
have one that's rather similar, from Snipe by N. jonquilla. You see, in order to
get the white into cyclamineus hybrids you have to be lucky, because there
aren't many things to start with. Snipe is one; Snipe is pure white. Mitzy is again
sort of a bicolor, but it develops into a white. And I've been more successful in
getting seed from Mitzy than I have from Snipe, but Snipe is really better.

BILL PANNILL: Roberta, I think one thing might be interesting to them.
Every flower that you just mentioned you can assume is sterile, so that you will
never get any seed from any of them.

ROBERTA WATROUS: Yes, I'm glad you mentioned that. Well, not every
one. Practically all the jonquil hybrids and practically all the triandrus hybrids
are sterile.

DR. THROCKMORTON: Would you like to know why? They're triploids.
Most of them are triploids.

ROBERTA WATROUS: There was an article in an RHS Yearbook some years
ago which stated that there also seems to be an extra sterility factor. Seville
crossed with N. rupicola and Seville crossed with N. watieri have given some
good results. You can use N. jonquilla, but if you really want miniatures, try to
use these smaller ones instead of N. jonquilla. Use N. rupicola or N. scaberulus,
if you can get it. Remember, all of the things you get won't be good — but most
of them will be sort of cute! Now this one is a little large, but this one is from
Kibitzer by Seville. It is probably fertile. I have a lot of these and if I would just
take the time to pollinate all of these with something really small, in the course
of time I might get something really good. The number of plants that are small
enough to insure getting miniatures is quite limited.

WATROUS SEEDLINGS: 658-5 (TV. triandrus albus X N. jonquilla),
611-3 (Ruby X N. juncifolius), 659-2 (N. triandrus loisekurii X
seedling), SW-8 (Seville X N. watieri), and 656-13 (N. fernandesii X
N. triandrus albus)
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QUESTION: What date do you generally harvest your seeds? And how long
does it generally take miniatures to flower?

ROBERTA WATROUS: I don't have any special date. I usually check them
from day to day, if I'm not too busy working on the Journal, then harvest them
when they're ready. Sometimes you can get a bloom from a cyclamineus in
three years, but it's more likely to be four or five.

BILL RoESE: I find that in tazettas, we get bloom in three years. I was going
to bring up a point that we have people working on daffodils continuously, and
in our Southern California Society, we have a gentleman named Harold
Koopowitz who is a professor of cell biology. He has taken Paper White,
crossed Accent onto it, put the seed in a medium, kept it growing continuously
for twelve months and got bloom in one year. The second year the bulb had six
noses. So we have people out there doing things for us from which I think
we're all going to benefit. I crossed tazettas because we have ideal weather for
them. Many of those bloom in three years without any problems at all. A
self-pollinated Golden Dawn gave bloom in three years.

QUESTION: I was going to ask Dr. Throckmorton about keeping the flower
in the refrigerator. Have any of you stored the pollen for use in another year,
and in what way do you do that?

DR. THROCKMORTON: Yes, put it in a capsule, in the freezer or the
refrigerator.

BILL ROESE: Dr. Koopowitz, who knows more about it than I do, told me
how to do it. You put it in the meat compartment for about four or five days
and then you put it in the freezer. And it will last a year.

QUESTION: In a capsule? Is it removed from the anthers?
ANSWER: Yes.
DR. THROCKMORTON: If you put it in the freezer, it also helps dehydrate

it. This should be kept in dry air, and the air in the freezer is the driest air in
the house, and I think that's why it works, really. The anthers can be left intact
and dropped into a capsule.

QUESTION: Out in the garden, how long will the pollen last? I've found it
cakes sometimes, and gets dry. Is this still in fact good?

DR. THROCKMORTON: I think that old dried stuff is old dried  stuff. Helen
Link could certainly answer that question better than I, but for me, pollen has
to look fluffy and golden or at least white and fluffy. I don't think I'm going to
get much with that hard little granular stuff that you try to grind into the stigma.
That isn't going to work.

QUESTION: Would each one of you briefly say how you plant your seed,
when you do it, and what kind of medium you use.

BILL PANNILL: Well, I can tell you how I did it when I did it  myself. I
planted it in a box, in a flat. I planted it in Bacto potting soil, used a tweezers
and put them about a half-inch apart, very systematically, and I got excellent
germination. Then as I got more and more into it, I made a deal with Murray
Evans and when I finished my crosses and collected all my seed — always by
June 10, usually by June 2 or 3 — I mail them out to him and he plants them
out in the field, just in the ground. He puts a little Blue Whale fertilizer on
them — now he's using chicken manure. I know for a fact — I guess that's a
pretty broad statement to make — but if you would plant them immediately
after harvesting and keep them moist all summer, you'll have more germination.
Now one thing we didn't point out — not all your seed germinate the first year.
Most will germinate the first year, some the second year, and some won't
germinate until the third year. So in that case it's going to take you eight years
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to get bloom on that. I don't mean from different crosses, I mean from the
same cross. If you plant 100 seeds, you might get 65 germinate the first year,
and then five more the next year, and then three more the next year. But I
think you get better germination if you plant your seed immediately and keep
them moist that first summer, so that they don't have a tendency to dry up and
get a hard shell.

DR. THROCKMORTON: I used to plant mine just like Bill did. And the
trouble was that in Iowa it takes about eight years from seed to bloom. Our
weather just isn't conducive to the rapid development of the daffodil. So I
learned about as soon as Bill did that the best way to do this is to send them out
to Grant Mitsch, who plants his in a coldframe. He takes a stick and makes a
trough about an inch deep, and takes seed by the pinch and spreads them out in
the trough, covers them over in the coldframe, and leaves them in the
coldframe for two years and out come a bunch of little bulbs about the size of a
peanut. He plants these in the field where they're going to bloom three years
later.

BILL ROESE: I think it's important that you put them in a sterile atmosphere
when you plant them. I use a mixture of 50% peat moss and 50% silica sand,
and an 18 X 18 box about eight inches deep and just sow them in there like
radishes. And in two years I take them out and put them in the ground.

QUESTION: I was wondering one thing about early germination. Has
anyone had seedlings try to put their green shoots up in early fall, and if so, in a
severe climate such as this, would it be detrimental, and therefore better to wait
until later in the fall to plant? Or would that very, very small bulblet overwinter
successfully?

DR. THROCKMORTON: It wouldn't be any good in Iowa, but it works in
Oregon. It depends where you live.

Carncairn Daffodils Ltd.

"GOLD MEDAL"
Offer

Something New Every Year
and Many Old Favorites

CARNCAIRN  LODGE,  BROUGHSHANE
BALLYMENA

CO. ANTRIM,  BT43 7HF  NORTHERN  IRELAND
Telephone Broughshane 216
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DAFFODIL PLANTINGS AND DAFFODIL
SOCIETIES

VIRGINIA W. PERRY, Public Relations Chairman

Since the Columbus Convention and the Board of Directors Meeting in Des
Moines, your Public Relations Chairman has learned of several important public
plantings of daffodils and the existence of many daffodil societies in different
areas.

The Daffodil Display Garden of the Central Ohio Daffodil Society in
Columbus, Ohio, is outstanding. I have never seen the ADS Test Garden at
Clemson nor the North Central Test Garden in Minnesota. The former is at the
South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Clemson, South Carolina; the
latter at the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, Chaska, Minnesota. Walter E.
Thompson of Birmingham, Alabama, is ADS Test Gardens Chairman and
David Karnstedt, St. Paul, Minnesota, is the ADS member in charge of the
Minnesota Garden. His article in The Minnesota Horticulturist, May, 1978,
"Daffodils Herald Arrival of Spring," is excellent. Kingwood Center, Mansfield,
Ohio, has a test planting as does the Arthur Hoyt Scott Foundation,
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania. The National Arboretum has a planting which has
been supplemented by the Washington Daffodil Society. There are many, I am
sure, of which I am not aware. The newest garden is at the University of
Tennessee, Nashville, at the Chancellor's residence, under the direction of Dr.
Theodore E. Snazelle.

Public plantings and mass plantings are on the increase in the United States,
certainly in the east. The Beacon Hill Garden Club has planted bulbs on Boston
Commons. The Nantucket Garden Club has sponsored Daffodil Week and a
planting project; "Operation Daffodil," the planting of daffodils on the
highways leading into Baltimore, is sponsored by the Maryland Daffodil Society
in cooperation with Beautiful Baltimore, Inc., Windmill Garden Centers,
Suburban Trust Bank, the Sun Papers, and the City of Baltimore. There are
display gardens in the far west, I am sure, and many private gardens which are
open to the public such as Mrs. Goethe Link's garden, Tanager Hill, Brooklyn,
Indiana. The Garden Club of Virginia, although not affiliated with the ADS, has
pioneered in daffodil growing and showing. The Test Chairman, who maintains
the GCV Test Garden at Lynchburg, Virginia, is Mrs. Karl F. Hehl, an ADS
member.

It would be interesting to know how many individual daffodil societies there
are. Ohio has four. Lob's Wood, now the Cincinnati Nature Center, has a
display garden, maintained by the Indian Hill Garden Club, and is a part of the
activity of the Southwestern Ohio Daffodil Society. SWODS is also active at the
Benjamin Wegerzyn Garden Center in Dayton. The Central Ohio Daffodil
Society is very active as we all know. The Adena Daffodil Society in Chillicothe
conducts a show, as does the Western Reserve Daffodil Society in Cleveland.

In the New England Region, there are two daffodil societies in Connecticut:
the Connecticut Daffodil Society and the Greenwich Daffodil Society. The
display of the down under daffodils at the Bryant Park Flower Show this fall in
New York was sponsored by them. The Northeast Region has the Philadelphia
Area Daffodil Society, the New Jersey Daffodil Society, and the Delaware
Daffodil Society.
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In the Middle Atlantic Region there are the Tidewater and the Maryland
Daffodil Societies which have annual shows, and the oldest society of all, the
Washington Daffodil Society, which was responsible for the organization of the
national society. In the Southeast Region we have the Georgia Daffodil Society
which was awarded the Certificate of Achievement by the Garden Club of
Georgia, Inc. and the National Council of State Garden Clubs for its 1977
daffodil show, "Spring Fever." In the Southern Region, Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Mississippi have active societies, as do Arkansas and Texas in the Southwest
Region. There are two in California: the twenty-two year old Southern
California Daffodil Society and the Northern California Daffodil Society which
was formed in 1967.

It would be interesting to know how many of these groups have regular
meetings. It would be useful if each society sent a copy of any notice,
newsletter, show schedule, membership, meetings, etc., to the Public Relatons
Chairman and to the Executive Director who is a clearing house for
information. Copies of newsletters would also be appreciated by the editbr of
the Journal.

So, public plantings and daffodil societies — stand up and be counted!

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING,
OCTOBER 14, 1978

(Abridged from Report of Secretary)

Thirty-eight Directors were present.
TREASURER'S REPORT: Mr. Knierim reported on assets totaling $24,703.49

which included $676.95 for the George Lee Memorial Fund. Over $2000 was
received as surplus from the 1978 Columbus Convention. Sales of ADS
membership pins, Daffodils to Show and Grow, and The Daffodil Handbook are
showing profit. Mr. Anthony stated that the membership would be asked to
approve the use of yearly budget instead of the 95% rule at the 1979
convention. Mr. Anthony also stated that convention surpluses were kept in the
general fund in order to draw interest, but were earmarked for future
convention assistance should the need arise.

Regional Reports were received from each of the nine regions. The
Minnesota Daffodil Society has extended an invitation to hold the 1988
Convention in Minnesota. The Southern Region requests bulbs to be planted in
Memphis for the 1980 Convention.

Committee chairmen reported as follows:
AWARDS: Mrs. Simms thanked Phil Phillips for the five bowls of native

New Zealand wood he donated as trophies for National Shows. One was
awarded in Columbus, leaving four for future use. The New Zealand award is
for five cultivars bred in New Zealand. Col. Dettman returned his $65
registration fee from the Columbus Convention and asked that an award be
offered at National Shows in honor of Alister Clark. An Australian award will
be made available at National Shows for a collection of five cultivars bred in
Australia. Mrs. Simms announced that Dr. and Mrs. Throckmorton had asked
for the privilege of giving the Grant Mitsch award which the Board had voted to
create at the spring meeting. Dr. Throckmorton stated that Mrs. Bozievich had
consented to fashion a very lovely silver trophy. This will be awarded at
National Shows for the best three stems of the standard seedling bred by the
exhibitor.
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CLASSIFICATION: Mrs. Anthony announced her committee membership.
She stated that sixteen changes have been made in spelling, color coding, and
classification in Daffodils to Show and Grow.

DATA BANK: Dr. Throckmorton reported that 530 cultivars were added to
the new Data Bank including about 75 corrections. Any suggestions for
corrections should be forwarded to Mrs. Anthony.

EDITOR OF JOURNAL: Mrs. Gripshover would like to receive copy for a
"Regional Roundup" column and a "Beginner's Corner " feature. She would like
copies of all regional newsletters sent to her.

HEALTH AND CULTURE: Mr. Wheeler stated that he has received inquiries
about nematodes and bulb flies since the spring meeting. The only nematicide
still on the market is Vapam. With the withdrawal of Chlordane, other still-legal
pesticides must be tested against the fly. He suggested evaluation of two
systemics: Cygon 2E (a diluted solution to be painted on the foliage) and
Di-Syston (a garden mixture with fertilizer to be put into the soil at planting
time and more to be worked into the soil around the plants in the spring).

JUDGES: Mrs. Barnes reported 257 accredited judges and 120 student
judges. There are eight accredited judges retired and thirteen judges have
dropped out.

LIBRARY: Mrs. Bloomer reported that the Ticknors have moved the library
to Tyner, NC, and that Mrs. Perry will catalog the contents. She requested that
two people be added to the Library Committee to help formulate rules
governing the lending. Mrs. John B. Veach has sent $100 to purchase
"something for the library in memory of George Lee. " Dr. Throckmorton
offered to have the computer print a "Stud Book," a list of each daffodil and
each of its children as a suitable gift from the funds donated by Mrs. Veach.
Accepted.

MEMBERSHIP: Mrs. Thompson reported an increase of 126 members from
the continental United States. Total worldwide membership is 1569.

MINIATURES: Mrs. Macneale has sent out letters to commercial and amateur
hybridizers who are interested in miniatures requesting information about new
miniature candidates.

PHOTOGRAPHY: Mrs. Stanford reported that the slide programs were
headed for a great step forward when she received a card from Mr. Knierim
saying that he had made 16 rolls of 36 exposures each of daffodils using the
new color coding. With all of these slides, more than one program will be
color-coded. Her biggest problem is the failure of slide borrowers to return the
programs promptly.

PUBLICATIONS: Brief Guides is being updated by a committee and will be
printed in January.

PUBLIC RELATIONS: Mrs. Perry stated that Dr. Throckmorton has been the
best copy any public relations chairman would wish. He has received numerous
awards. She thanked various Society members for their publicity efforts.

ROUND ROBINS: A report from Dr. Dooley listed the nine existing Robins
and indicated that most had vacancies.

REGISTRATION: A report from Mrs. Anderson indicated 57 new American
registrations for 1978.

SCHOOLS: Mrs. Yerger stated that three sessions of Course I and one of
Course III were offered in 1978. There was also a make-up. She has rearranged
material dating back to 1965 into Guidelines for Conducting American Daffodil
Society Judging Schools.

SYMPOSIUM: Mrs. Moore thanked all who sent in symposium evaluations.
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TEST GARDENS: Mr. Thompson reported that the Clemson Test Garden is
now being moved into the new arboretum with space for 4800 bulbs.
Donations of bulbs from Mrs. Andersen and Dr. Bender have raised the
number of cultivars from 140 to 258.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Mr. Ticknor mentioned several
problem areas: getting address labels for the Journal and RVP's from Des
Moines, getting RHS Daffodils 1977, and 1978, and the Library. He asked
about a policy dealing with the lending of valuable, irreplaceable books.

OLD BUSINESS: None.
NEW BUSINESS:
CONTAINER-GROWN DAFFODILS IN CALIFORNIA: Ms. Howe requested that

California shows be permitted to count blue ribbons won in classes for
container-grown daffodils in determining the winner of the Society's Silver
Ribbon. She explained that these containers, usually quite large and planted
with other decorative plants in addition to daffodils, remain outside throughout
the year. Approved.

GEORGE S. LEE, JR., MEMORIAL FUND: After much discussion, it was
decided that any funds contributed to the Memorial Fund, including money
raised by the bulb sale at the Bryant Park Flower Show and donation from Mrs.
Fred Allen plus any future donations, be given to the New York Botanical
Garden for an annual award to be given to the outstanding horticulture student.

FALL, 1979, BOARD MEETING: Mrs. Bozievich extended an invitation to the
Board to hold its Fall, 1979, meeting in Baltimore, Maryland, in October.

1980 CONVENTION: Mrs. Hardison announced that the 1980 Convention
would be held the last weekend in March in Memphis with Mrs. Glen Millar,
chairman, and Mrs. Richard Harwood as co-chairman.

1979 CONVENTION: Mr. Anthony spoke on plans for the 1979 Boston
Convention to be held May 3, 4, and 5 at the Copley Plaza Hotel. The show
will be at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society Hall. Sir Frank Harrison will
be the banquet speaker. Interesting garden tours are planned.

FOREIGN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP FOR EDITOR OF JOURNAL: Mr. Ticknor
stated that it would be helpful to the Editor of the Journal to be given
membership in the New Zealand, Australian, Northern Ireland, and English
Daffodil Societies so an exchange of publications can be made. Approved.

PROPOSED IRISH DAFFODIL PUBLICATION: Mr. Ticknor discussed a
proposed book being prepared on Irish daffodils. Brian Duncan has asked if the
ADS could buy 1500 copies at $3 each for distribution to our members. The
Board decided the ADS could not afford such an expenditure.

LIBRARY DONATIONS: Mrs. Moore asked if the Librarian would accept
donations in memory of Mrs. LeRoy Meyer. Mrs. Bloomer agreed.

At dinner Saturday evening, Mr. Anthony announced the appointment by the
Executive Committee of Mrs. Robert Cartwright of Tennessee to fill the
unexpired term of Director-at-Large caused by the sudden death of Mrs. LeRoy
Meyer of Maryland.
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DAFFODILS AND VIOLETS HOBNOB IN A
FRIENDLY WAY

MRS. RALPH C A N N O N , Chicago, Illinois

The dying foliage of spring bulbs in the woods can be an esthetic problem if.
you grow thousands of them as I do. The foliage of small bulbs such as
galanthus, eranthis, chionodoxas, erythronium or scilla waste away quickly after
bloom. Bulbs such as daffodils have foliage that remain green for weeks in
order to devote their energy to building strong bulbs for next spring's bloom.
We all know that if you grow daffodils, the leaves should not be removed until
they have turned yellow and brown. If the daffodils are growing in grass, the
grass will aid in the cover up of the curing foliage, but do not cut grass until the
foliage of the daffodils has dried. This requires at least 60 days after the bloom.
Along the walks or roadside or in the borders, the dying foliage can become the
esthetic problem. To try and solve the problem I have either interplanted wild
violets among the daffodils or planted the daffodils among established colonies
of violet clumps. The violets will encroach all over the planting of the bulbs.
They will supply living cover for the daffodil foliage and keep the bulbs cool
and the ground moist during the hot summer.

There are many native or wild violets that can be used to cover this ripening
foliage. All wild violets have charm, adaptability, attractive leaves and will
bloom heavily all during the spring, even while bulbs are in bloom. If wild
violets are not accessible there are many cultivated kinds such as White Czar,
Freckles, Royal Robe, etc., suitable for growing in masses. All violets, wild or
cultivated, have a compact habit of growth, robust constitution, freedom of
flowering, and uniformity in general. The flowers according to the species may
be purple, blue, white, red-purple, or yellow in color. They are held on the
stems upside down to prevent rain from damaging the pollen. There are few
spring flowers as delightful as violets and as easy to grow. All you have to do is
to set one or more plants in an area and they will spread by themselves. Of
course they can be easily grown from seed if you gather the seed before they
scatter.

In the woods there are many kinds of the native ones. In early spring I gather
some colonies of a specific kind and plant them where I want to plant daffodil
bulbs the following September. The conditions that violets like are adequate
moisture, gritty and humus soil supplemented with potassium sulfate. Daffodils
like the same growing conditions and will prosper admirably.

The following violets are the ones that I have mass grown among daffodils
and found them appealing.

Viola papilionacea, the common violet. Leaves are heart shaped, deep green,
toothed and coming from the root. Flowers vary in color from pale blue to
purple. Good with Festivity and Ave.

V. cucullata, the common wood violet. Leaves ovate, cordate and toothed.
The showy flowers are large and held above the foliage. They may be blue,
violet or possibly white. Limelight is fine company.

V. pubescens, the downy yellow violet. Leaves are cordate, toothed and
pointed. Flowers are yellow, veined with purple. The plant is tall. Striking with
Ceylon, Red Devon, Home Fires, or Arbar.

V. blanda, is a small species. Leaves round and hairy on upper surface.
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Flowers are white with some purple veins. Fragrant. Lovely with February Gold,
Peeping Tom, Charity May, Cherie, or Sweetness.

V. priceana, the Confederate violet. Leaves are scalloped, cordate, oval and
glabrous. Flowers are grayish white. Petals heavily veined with violet-blue. They
grow well in sun. Beautiful with gold trumpets such as Arctic Gold, Golden
Rapture, Ulster Prince, or Inca Gold.

V. striata. Leaves are dull green, cordate, scalloped and toothed. Flowers are
a cream color with the lower petal striped with purple veins. I use it with
Moonstruck or Gay Time.

V. canadensis. This tall violet grows 1 to 2 feet high. Leaves are heart shaped,
pointed and toothed. Flowers are white and veined with purple. One of the
longest blooming of all violets. Associates well with Signal Light, Day Dream,
Limerick or Tudor Minstrel.

The most frequent criticism of wild violets is that they seed themselves all
over. They are not content to stay in one place. They will ramble about popping
up here and there. All that is required is a ruthless attitude. Vigor must be
maintained though by allowing new plants to grow from the seed each year for
the best flowers are produced on young plants. Seedling plants have strong
healthy growth. By September they will be vigorously growing and ready for
the interplanting of more daffodils. The violets suggested here are a minimum
selection. They are those that grow in our woodland producing an abundance of
flowers and are easy to grow and maintain. The daffodil cultivars are the ones
that have grown well for me in grass. Purely by chance the opportunity of the
violet and daffodil to associate developed in our woods and now the
intermingling is beautiful to behold in the spring. The plants themselves
decided that they would be happier growing together. It never occurred to me
to offer them that opportunity. After seeing the natural companionship I have
made more associations possible of different violets with different daffodils. In
our woods we have tried to keep step with the lovely rhythm of nature. Since
the daffodils and violets gravitated toward an intimate friendship it seems that a
profitable mutual companionship resulted. As Will Ingwersen, a great
plantsman of England, has said, "Let the humble hobnob with the elite without
snobbery."

MINIATURES UP-DATED
The ADS Committee on Miniatures has brought the Approved List

up-to-date, with color coding and new additions. The list as printed in this
Journal should be clipped and inserted in Daffodils to Shoiv and Grow, or
whatever notebook the member uses at exhibit time. It would be helpful, we
think, if this list could be "blown up" and placed on the show table where
miniature classes are exhibited.

In the June issue of the Journal we will have as complete a source list as we
are able to provide, although many of the miniatures on the Approved List
seem to be lost to commerce. This chairman has never even seen, much less
grown, over half of the miniatures on the list. Our personal "wish list" includes
Candlepower, Cyclataz, Doublebois, Flomay, Hifi, Mitzy, Morwenna, Opening
Bid, Picarillo, Sea Gift, Soltar, and so on. Some of these are surely in someone's
catalogue. We'd like to help you find the ones you want, too.

PEGGY MACNEALE, Chairman, Miniature Committee
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ADS APPROVED LIST OF MINIATURES
MARCH 1979

DIVISIONS 1 - 9, AND 12

Agnes Harvey 5 W-W
Angie 8 W-W
April Tears 5 Y-Y
Arctic Morn 5 W-W
Atom 6 Y-Y
Baby Moon 7 Y-Y
Baby Star 7 Y-Y
Bagatelle 1 Y-Y
Bebop 7 W-Y
Bobbysoxer 7 Y-YYO
Bowles's Bounty 1 Y-Y
Candlepower 1 W-W
Charles Warren 1 Y-Y
Chit Chat 7 Y-Y
Clare 7 Y-Y
Cobweb 5 W-Y
Cricket 7 Y-Y
Curlylocks 7 Y-Y
Cyclataz 8 Y-O
Demure 7 W-Y
Doublebois 5 W-W
Elfhorn 12 Y-Y
Fairy Chimes 5 Y-Y
Flomay 7 W-WWP
Flute 6 Y-Y
Flyaway 6 Y-Y
Frosty Morn 5 W-W
Gipsy Queen 1 Y-WWY
Greenshank 6 Y-Y
Halingy 8 W-Y
Hawera 5 Y-Y
Hifi 7 Y-Y
Hors d'Oeuvre 8 Y-Y
Jessamy 12 W-W
Jetage 6 Y-Y
Jumblie 6 Y-O
Kehelland 4 Y-Y
Kenellis 12 W-Y
Kibitzer 6 Y-Y
Kidling 7 Y-Y
Likely Lad 1 Y-Y

Lilliput 1 W-Y
Lintie 7 Y-O
Little Beauty 1 W-Y
Little Gem 1 Y-Y
Little Prince 7 Y-O
Lively Lady 5 W-W
Marionette 2 Y-YYR
Marychild 12 Y-Y
Mary Plumstead 5 Y-Y
Mini-cyda 6 Y-Y
Minidaf 1 Y-Y
Minnow 8 W-Y
Mite 6 Y-Y
Mitzy 6 W-W
Morwenna 2 Y-Y
Muslin 12 W-W
Mustard Seed 2 Y-Y
Nylon 12 W-W
Opening Bid 6 Y-Y
Pango 8 W-Y
Paula Cottell 3 W-WWY
Pease-blossom 7 Y-Y
Pencrebar 4 Y-Y
Petit Buerre 1 Y-Y
Picarillo 2 Y-Y
Piccolo 1 Y-Y
Picoblanco 3 W-W
Pixie 7 Y-Y
Pixie's Sister 7 Y-Y
Pledge 1 W-W
Poplin 12 Y-Y
Poppet 5 W-W
Quince 6 Y-Y
Raindrop 5 W-W
Rikki 7 W-Y
Rockery Beauty 1 W-Y
Rockery Gem 1 W-W
Rockery White 1 W-W
Rosaline Murphy 2 Y-Y
Rupert 1 W-Y
Sea Gift 7 Y-Y
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Segovia 3 W-Y
Sennocke 5 Y-Y
Shrew 8 W-Y
Shrimp 5 Y-Y
Skelmersdale Gold 1 Y-Y
Skiffle 7 Y-Y
Small Talk 1 Y-Y
Sneezy 1 Y-Y
Snipe 6 W-W
Snug 1 W-W
Soltar 6 Y-Y

•Sprite 1 W-W
Stafford 7 Y-O
Stella Turk 6 Y-Y
Sun Disc 7 Y-Y
Sundial 7 Y-Y
Taffeta 12 W-W
Tanagra 1 Y-Y
Tarlatan 12 W-W
Tete-a-tete 6 Y-O
The Little Gentleman 6 Y-Y
Tiny Tot 1 Y-Y
Tosca 1 W-Y
Tweeny 2 W-Y
W. P. Milner 1 W-W
Wee Bee 1 Y-Y
Wideawake 7 Y-Y
Wren 4 Y-Y
Xit 3 W-W
Yellow Xit 3 W-Y
Zip 6 Y-Y

'Sprite is listed in DTS&G as
1 W-Y, but at maturity is

1 W-W.

DIVISION 10
asturiensis Y-Y
atlanticus W-W
bulbocodium (various) Y-Y

"bulb , tananicus W-W=
cantabricus tananicus

calcicola Y-Y
Canaliculatus W-Y
cantabricus (various) W-W

cyclamineus Y-Y
X dubius W-W
Eystettensis Y-Y (double)
fernandesii Y-Y
gaditanus Y-Y
hedraeanthus Y-Y
jonquilla Y-Y
jonquilla Flore Pleno Y-Y
jonquilla var. minor Y-Y
jonquilloides Y-Y
juncifolius Y-Y

" X macleayii W-Y =
x incomparabilis

minor (various) Y-Y
minor var. pumilus Plenus Y-Y

(Rip Van Winkle)
pseudo-narcissus subsp. alpestris W-W
pseudo-narcissus subsp. bicolor W-Y
rupkola Y-Y
scaberulus Y-Y
tazetta subsp. bertolonii Y-Y
x tenuior W-Y

**triandrus albus W-W= triandrus var.
triandrus

triandrus Aurantiacus Y-Y
triandrus cernuus W-W
triandrus concolor Y-Y
traindrus loiseleurii W-W
triandrus pulchellus Y-W
watieri W-W
willkommii Y-Y
x = wild hybrid

**= as listed in 1969 Classified List and
International Register of Daffodil
Names
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PEONIES, Queen of Flowers

Spectacular beauty, fragrant endurance unlimited, practically  a  permanent
perennial Excellent  for use in  landscape  as an  accent plant during
blooming season, foliage decorative until hard frosts Peonies — a  pei-
manent investment  —  will bloom  for  years.

Join  the  American Peony Society
Dues 57.50. piiid  annually.  Bulletin published quarterly.

Send  for hit of  publications,

AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY
250 INTERLACHEN RD., HOPKINS, MINN. 55343

"Schultz-lnstant"
LIQUID PLANT FOOD

10-15-10
Concentrated, High Analysis  — All
Purpose  — 10-15-10 "Starts  and
Feeds"  all Plants Indoors  and
Outdoors.

Available  at your store  or send
$1.00  tor 5V2OZ, $2.00  tor  12oz
(includes mailing).

"Schultz-lnstant"
SOLUBLE FERTILIZER

20-30-20
Concentrated, High Analysis  — All
Purpose  — 20-30-20 crystals. Grows
Vegetables, Flowers, Roses, Trees,
Shrubs, Lawns, Etc.,  in Yards,
Gardens, Greenhouses.

Available  at your store  or send $6.95  tor
5  Ib (includes mailing).

SCHULTZ CO.  - St. Louis, MO. 63043

Does Your Garden Color End Too Soon?

Join the NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY

and enjoy colorful blooms until frost.

Your membership includes  5 issues  of  The
CHRYSANTHEMUM. Also free BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK.

Annual dues $7.50 Write  to;

B. L. MARKHAM

2612 Beverly Blvd.  SW
ROANOKE,  VA 24015
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REGISTRATION FORM
ADS Convention, May 3-5,1979

The Copley Plaza, Copley Square, Boston Massachusetts 02116

Name

Address

City State Zip.

Christianornickname

Registration fee: before April 1 $65.00
after Aprill $75.00

Please make check payable to: American Daffodil Society, Boston, and mail
to Registrar, Mrs. C. Campbell Patterson, 46 Fairgreen Place, Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts 02167.

HOTEL RESERVATION
The Copley Plaza, Copley Square, Boston, Massachusetts 02116

(Tel. 617-267-5300)

American Daffodil Society, May 3-5,1979

Single ( ) $48.00 Double ( ) $58.00 Suite ( ) $125.00
( ) $58.00 or Twin ( ) $68.00 ( ) $150.00

( ) $175.00
RollawayBed( ) $ 8.00 Studio ( ) $42.00

Name

Address

City State Zip.

Arrival date time

Departuredate time

I plan tosharea room with

Send the reservation form directly to the Copley Plaza at the above address with a
deposit for the first night's lodging in order to protect accommodations.
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WHAT'S DOING IN BEANTOWN?
(with apologies to the New York Times)

CATHY RILEY, Greenwich, Connecticut

Boston is often called "The Athens of America." Whether it be for its well
deserved reputation as a seat of learning, its collection of neoclassic
architecture, or for its amazingly large Greek population, I care not. To me, the
appellation is as outdated as the Helen Hokinson figure in hat and gloves which
Boston once was. The dowdy dowager has emerged from the spa with a lilt in
her step and a gleam in her eye. Conscious of her proud heritage, she swings
with style. She's "Fun City East."

Boston in springtime is an enchantment. When the wind shifts from the East,
she comes to life with an exuberance all her own. Magnolias bloom on
Commonwealth Avenue, awnings lower on her many outdoor cafes, shells race
on the Charles River, sailboats scurry around the Basin, and Swanboats float
through the Public Gardens.

Baseball fans crowd Fenway Park, the smallest in the League. Nature lovers
throng to the Arnold Arboretum in Jamaica Plain or go to Cambridge to see the
glass flowers. Art lovers have a field day at Mrs. Jack Gardner's Palace with its
ever changing floral arrangements. Those who missed the Tutankhamen Show
find a new appreciation for the Egyptian Collection at the Museum of Fine Arts.
History buffs follow the broad red line on the sidewalk marking the fifteen
stops of the Freedom Trail, stopping enroute at the Faneuil Hall Market Place
for a snack at one of the ethnic counters or for a more leisurely meal and
exploration of the dozens of boutiques which dot the waterfront. Music lovers
eagerly await Arthur Fiedler's return to the podium of the Boston Pops.

All these delights and more are available to you if you join us for the
Convention May 3 to 5 at the beautifully refurbished Copley Plaza Hotel.
Louisa Conrad and her Committee have done a superlative planning job to
make our stay a pleasant one.

We will be greeted by thousands of Daffodils planted in our honor on the
Common by the Beacon Hill Garden Club. Their choice backyard gardens are
rarely seen by the public-but we have been invited to visit. A tour of North
Shore gardens is also planned with, hopefully, a visit to Salem included. We will
help the Massachusetts Horticultural Hall celebrate its 150th year by holding
our National Show there. Busses will shuttle us there from the hotel. Much is
within walking distance of the hotel and the MTA stops at the door.

We are indeed honored that Sir Frank Harrison has accepted our invitation to
speak at our banquet. Those of you who attended the convention in
Williamsburg will remember his charm and wit.

Louisa has other surprises in store for you but is also leaving ample free time
for you to explore what a foreign friend of ours has called "The most European
City in America."

So do come to the Convention! Who knows, the money you save shopping
for bargains in Filene's Basement could pay for the whole trip.

BULLETIN
There will be a famous Boston Symphony Pops Concert on May 3. One

hundred table seats are available at $11.00 and twenty-five balcony seats at
$5.50. Remit by April 1 to Peggy Patterson, Registrar.
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NOTICE  OF ANNUAL MEETING
The Annual Meeting of the American Daffodil Society, Incorporated will be

held on Friday, May 4, 1979, following dinner at the Hotel Copley-Plaza,
Copley Square, Boston, Massachusetts, for the following purposes:

1) for the election of officers and directors as provided by the By-Laws;
2) to consider an amendment to Article VI, Section 3, of the By-Laws
relating to the Budget; namely to replace the present section in its entirety
which now reads:

"The budget of the Society shall be fixed at 95% of the total gross income
for the preceding calendar year. The amount by which total expenditures
exceed the amount available for expenditure in any year shall be deducted
from the amount available for expenditure in the following year. The
amount by which total expenditures fall short of the amount available for
expenditure in any year shall be added to the budget for the following year.
The executive director shall report annually by March 1 to the members of
the (Audit & Budget) Committee the amount available for expenditure in
that year."

and to restore in its place the original By-Law which reads:
"The (Audit & Budget) Committee shall prepare annually a proposed
budget which shall be presented to the Executive Committee at a meeting
to be held prior to January 1 of the budget year. The budget for such year
shall be modified by the Board of Directors or Executive Committee at any
subsequent meeting. No expense shall be incurred except in conformity
with the current budget as adopted and modified."

3) to take action and transact any other business which may properly and
lawfully come before the meeting.

By order of the Board of Directors
Kathryn S. Andersen, Secretary

Engleheart  Cup Winner-1971, 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977, & 1978

JOHN  LEA
For Gold Medal Daffodils

The  Finest Exhibition  and  Modern Hybrids

Send for descriptive price  list, sent  out in March,  1979

Dunley Hall, Stourport-on-Severn
Worcestershire, England
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PLANTING DAFFODIL SEED IN SAND
GEORGE E. MORRILL, Oregon City, Oregon

There have been quite a few articles in The Daffodil Journal about how to
plant daffodil seed. Some recommended seed beds; others planted in pots.
Most used a light soil mix. All stressed the necessity of keeping the seeds damp
after planting. Since moving here in 1961, I have always planted my seed in a
bed about two feet wide south of the house next to the foundation. I did not
plant until September, as hot weather was past by that time and the seed bed
could be kept damp.

A writer in a round robin mentioned the peculiar "fishhook" method of
germination of daffodil seed. Wanting to see what this was, I planted open
pollinated seed in sand in tin cans. These were covered with plastic, so they
would not dry out, until the seed germinated. This experiment resulted in an
article for the Journal — "Fishook Germination of Daffodil Seed" — which was
published in the September, 1977, issue.

Two cans of seed were left to grow as they were not needed for the
experiment. The tops looked so healthy and grew so well that I was surprised,
as they were just in sand. When the tops died down, bulbs in one can were
examined. Most of them were very large for one year bulbs. When I later dug
my two year seedlings, from my regular planting, many were smaller than those
grown for one year in sand. The only reason I can account for the good growth
was that this sand was not completely clean. It still had enough soil in it so that
the water was muddy when the bulbs were washed out; this "dirt" must have
furnished sufficient nutrients.

About the same time, I wanted to find a certain reference in the Journal so
went through the back issues, reading interesting bits here and there. I never
did find the reference but did notice that many hybridizers recommended
planting seed as soon as possible after ripening. So I decided to kill two birds
with one stone, so to speak: plant in sand since they seemed to grow so well,
and plant early as the cans could be covered with lids of various sizes to keep
them damp. So the seeds were planted July 4th, at least two months earlier than
usual.

Cans were prepared by punching drainage holes near the bottom. Dry sand
was used as it is easier to handle and the cans were then set in water until
saturated. It was found that too large drainage holes allowed the sand to run out
with the excess water. Very small lots, up to twenty five seeds, were planted in
Campbell soup cans. Larger lots went in larger cans, one hundred seed in a No.
2½ can and up to two hundred seed in a No. 10 can. The cross number and
parents were written on the can with a felt-tipped pen. They were set by the
foundation of the house and shaded by a piece of fiber board so they would not
get too hot in the sunshine.

It seems to me that there are several advantages to planting this way. The
depth of planting is more easily controlled if you want to plant small seed
shallower. The size of the little bulbs can be examined by snipping off the tops,
allowing the top sand to dry and then gently shaking it out until the little bulbs
are exposed. If they are very small, it will b.e easy to keep them in the can for
another year or longer since each can is handled individually.

When I examined some of the little bulbs in the summer of 1978, I was
disappointed in their size. They were not as large as I remembered the
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seedlings from the previous year. Later I discovered that these smaller bulbs
were from seed sent me by L. S. Hannibal in California. When I examined the
bulbs from some of my open pollinated seed, I found that they had grown just
as well as the previous year's crop. Evidently the mixed seed from California,
much of it from N. tazetta aureus, does not grow as large bulbs the first year.

I found one unexpected problem with tin cans. Tin cans do not have a very
thick coating of tin; and with our abundant rainfall, they rusted and much of the
felt-tipped pen writing was illegible. Since the cross numbers and the parents
were written on the cans, and the cans were or different sizes, I was able to
determine what was in each can. I think this difficulty has been solved by
spraying the can with plastic, letting it dry, and then writing the information.

I planted my 1978 seed crop in sand again. The only thing I intend to do
differently is to apply a liquid fertilizer three or four times during the growing
season. I have a can of Hyponex (7-6-19) which should be satisfactory.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Managing the affairs of a national society is a fascinating activity and I

recommend that any member who likes to deal with people and who doesn't
mind work put in his or her job application. The society is international, too, as
we have over 100 overseas members.

George S. Lee, Jr., our previous Executive Director and the "Grand Old
Man" of the Society, died in 1978, without leaving written instructions as to his
job and without having trained a successor — a task he intended to perform last
summer. Laura Lee and I undertook the job, learning on a catch-as-catch-can
basis. Membership records weren't available for more than four months which
completely threw out of cycle the billing and membership notices. Only in
December were we able to get fully back into cycle. This explains why many of
you were not properly billed on time.

The roster of our Society contains nearly 1,500 names. Each name represents
numerous opportunities for making unforgivable mistakes. Posting the roster in
our mobile Society is an almost daily duty and it went without posting for over
a third of a year. It was impossible last summer to produce a roster that would
have been at all accurate. Rather than list numerous deceased persons,
non-members and wrong addresses, we decided to list only new members and
judges this year. Incidentally, money was saved for the Society but that was not
the reason for skipping the roster. There simply wasn't proper information
available. There will be a roster in 1979.

Perhaps because of my training in the Executive Secretariat of the
Department of State in Washington, the new Executive Director is a bear on
the timeliness of sending out publications. It is my feeling that our Journal
should be in the mails within 2 or 3 days, either way, of the first of the month
in which it is dated. The Postal Service may be slow in some of its deliveries
and members may or may not wait a week or two to open their Journal, but it is
my strong feeling that it should be posted promptly. Journal mailing depends
on having correct address labels when needed and our supplier of address labels
had its problems for both the September and December issues. Editor Mary
Lou Gripshover had both issues prepared on time and they were mailed by
Laura Lee and me within 48 hours of our receipt of the labels. I intend with
quiet persistence to insist on getting the Journal address labels on time.
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The Royal Horticultural Society is a marvelous gardening organization —
perhaps the world's second finest. Their annual daffodil publication is a rare
jewel and their billing system is incredibly prompt. However, they are
frustratingly slow in sending out their publication. In June we negotiated with
the RHS for Daffodils 1978, hoping to receive them in September. Our request
was promptly acknowledged. After a number of agonized inquiries on our part,
Daffodils 1978 arrived on December 18, just in time to require waiting until
after the Christmas rush. No doubt the RHS had real and serious problems that
made their delivery late.

Laura Lee and I feel that we start 1979 finally knowing the job we've
undertaken. Certainly no one could serve a friendlier and nicer group of people
— but that is because they all grow daffodils.

Tony Kingdom offered an invitation and a challenge to our members
attending the World Daffodil Convention to make entries in the London Show.
Why not? Our eastern members have flown blue ribbon winning entries to
Oregon — not a bit further away. Kitty Bloomer has won ribbons at the
London Show. Our members are skilled at packing daffodils in boxes. If the
bloom period were right Bill Pannill could give John Lea a fit with the
Engleheart Cup. Give it a try. A London ribbon of any kind would make a nice
trophy. I have London Show Schedules available for the adventurous but write
right away or call me at 919-221-8388.

It has been suggested that some of us Americans might get lost "over there."
And, while we speak the language, sort of, it might be helpful if we could be
easily identified and collected when we've strayed. The beautiful ADS pin is a
wonderful identification button and there are still some available from the
Executive Director at $7.50 each. These pins and Daffodils to Shoiv and Grow
also make nice gifts to daffodil friends made abroad.

As part of the World Daffodil Convention, it is planned to have a memorial
service for Mrs. J. Lionel Richardson at a church next door to the RHS Halls so
that "Nell's" daffodil friends from around the world can pay their respects.

PLEASE NOTE
The Executive Director and his entire staff (Laura Lee) will be out of the

country from April 12 to May 6, traipsing through fields of daffodils in
England, Holland and Ireland, attending the World Daffodil Convention. We
will also attend the American Daffodil Society Convention in Boston from May
3 to May 5.

Please send in all requests for show and other supplies and services before
April 1. There will be no one tending the store at Daffodil Corner from April
12 to May 6.

WILLIAM O. TiCKNOR, Executive Director
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ADS JUDGING SCHOOLS
The following judging schools have been approved for 1979:
COURSE I, Richmond, Virginia. April 9, at Holiday Inn-Crossroads.

Chairman: Mrs. Lester F. Belter, Rte. 2, Box 217-A, Mechanicsville, Virginia
23111. Mrs. Berkeley Williams, Jr., Assistant Chairman.

COURSE I, St. Paul, Minnesota. May 12. Chairman: David E. Karnstedt, 1790
Richard Circle, West St. Paul, Minnesota 55118. To be held at the Minnesota
Landscape Arboretum, Chaska, Minnesota.

COURSE II, Dallas, Texas. March 15. Chairman: Mrs W.D. Owen, 4565
Rheims Place, Dallas, Texas 75205.

COURSE II, Dayton, Ohio. April 22. Chairman: Mrs. Alfred E. Hanenkrat,
266 Floyd Ave., Dayton, Ohio 45415. To be held at The Benjamin Wegerzyn
Garden Center.

COURSE III, Greenwich, Connecticut. April 27. Chairman: Mrs. Charles
Anthony, 27 Gale Road, Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002. To be held at the
Greenwich Garden Center, Cos Cob, Connecticut.

COURSE III make-up. Atlanta, Georgia. April 5. Chairman: Mrs. Maurice
Abercrombie, Rte. 1, Box 331, Palmetto, Georgia 30268. To be held at Rich's
Plaza Auditorium.

Handbook for Exhibiting and Judging Daffodils is the textbook for all courses,
including make-up exams. Chapters one, two, and three with pages 5-8
corrected by the centerfold in the March 1978 Daffodil Journal are required
reading for Course I. Reading required for Courses II and III is described on
pages 80-81 of December 1978 Daffodil Journal

Students in all courses, including those who are taking make-up, should study
the articles on point scoring daffodils by Helen K. Link in the Journals for
March 1976, September 1976, December 1976, March 1977, and December
1977. Accredited judges who are auditing Course I will find these articles
helpful, too. There is no requirement that accredited judges audit a course, but
a notation is made on the file card of all who do audit Course I.

— M R S . MERTON S. YERGER, National Judging Schools Chairman
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NARCISSUS AND OCTOPUS
YASHUSHI UESUMI, Shijo, Kashihara, Nara-ken, Japan

It's surely surprising for Westerners to learn that we Japanese like to eat their
so-called "devilfish," the octopus. An old Japanese saying cites an instance of
Japanese women's favorites: sweet potatoes, octopuses, pumpkins,
theatre-going, and konnyaku (a paste-like food made from a plant's root). Our
women are really fond of eating octopuses and considerable amounts of them
are caught yearly in the neighboring waters as well as imported from overseas
countries.

Usually our fishermen use fishing-nets and traditional octopus-pots for
catching them, but there is a very interesting device especially for this purpose.
The picture shows the old sytle "Tako-Geta" (Tako meaning octopus, and Geta
meaning clogs). This uses narcissus bulbs, and when it comes down to the
bottom of the sea, it attracts the octopuses' eyes and they get caught on its
concealed hooks. This particular device has been used from olden days and is
peculiarly our Japanese own, which takes advantage of the octopuses' strong
curiosity for white and round things. As for getting narcissus bulbs, the groups
of N. tazetta chinensis are easily found near our seashores, and sometimes the
bulbs of Lycoris radiata are also used.

However, I regret to say that these days, fishermen prefer to get ceramic,
white glass, or plastic made bulbs to genuine ones, and alas! the octopus never
seems to mind the change!

OPPOSITE: Tools for octopus fishing: above, plastic and white glass lures; below,
Tako-Geta using narcissus bulb.
BELOW: N. tazetta chinensis growing at the seashore, Awaji-island, Japan.
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HERE AND THERE
Since  the last issue went  to press,  we have received newsletters from  the

Middle Atlantic Region,  the Central Ohio  and Philadelphia Area Daffodil
Societies,  and the Tasmanian Daffodil Council.  The Middle Atlantic Newsletter
has summaries  of the programs given  at that Region's Fall Meeting (several  of
which  we hope  to publish  in the future)  and lists  the dates  for nine shows
coming  up in April. From Cods Corner  we learned that  the May 13, 1978,
edition  of the Sandusky Register  had a glowing article entitled "Schrader's
Daffodils:  A Garden  of Smiles" plus  a large color picture  of Bill  in his garden.
The article states, "Wilbert Schrader's back yard  has been  a land  of smiles this
spring. Hundreds  of daffodils took advantage  of the crisp, damp April  and
bloomed like they  had never bloomed before.  "The Daffodil  Man," as the
friendly Schrader  is affectionately known, was  in seventh heaven.  And he loves
to talk about  and show  off his daffodils." Right on, Bill!!  The Philadelphia Area
Daffodil Society will again particioate  in the Philadelphia Flower Show, March
18-25. This  is the eighth year they have participated  in the show.  The
Tasmanian Daffodil Council lists show results  for 1978 and show dates  for
1979.

The U.S. Department  of Agriculture  has a new pamphlet which should  be of
interest  to most members. Titled  The Narcissus Bulb Fly,  it is leaflet number
444 (revised  in 1977)  and is available from  the Superintendent  of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402  for $.35 (minimum
charge  of $1.00  for each mail order).

The Vicar  and his daffodils have loomed large  in the history  of the narcissus.
Now comes word that  the Rev. Donald J. Hamilton (Assumption Abbey,  Rt. 5,
Ava, Missouri 65608) has been naturalizing daffodils which  he found  in the area
in the early 195O's  on the Abbey grounds.  He would like  to add some newer
cultivars,  as well  as acquire some daffodil publications,  but being  a Trappist
monk must wait  for donations.

An article  in The Sun (Baltimore?), December 20, 1978, tells  of Dr. Harold
Koopowitz, associate professor  of biological sciences  at the University  of
California  at Irvine  who is working  on the nation's only floral gene bank.
According  to Dr. Koopowitz,  200 higher plant species  are becoming extinct
annually. Since medieval times plants have contributed  to the welfare  of man  by
their usefulness  in combating disease.  Yet there  is little attention paid  to the
fact that  the encroachment  of man  and his developments, especially housing,
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snuffs out the life of potentially useful plants. Dr. Koopowitz's solution to the
problem is to set up gene banks in which seeds are sealed in a vacuum and
placed in cold storage.

From Tennessee comes word of the death of Valeria Smithson who was a
past-president of the Middle Tennessee Daffodil Society, and a gracious lady.

Betty Barnes, ADS Judges Chairman, has received the American
Hemerocallis Society's highest honor, the Helen Field Fischer Medal for 1978,
as official recognition of distinguished and meritorious service rendered that
Society.

An article in the December, 1978, American Peony Society Bulletin by Rev.
Joseph A. Syrovy tells of an experiment using alfalfa on peony seedlings, to
stimulate growth. Several methods were tried, but the most successful seemed
to be an alfalfa tea. "The entire alfalfa plant was cut up, put in a large bucket,
rain water added. The heat of the sun did the rest. It was easy to take a can of
the liquid, add some more water and use in the sprinkler . . . The results on the
plants were startling. The growth was more rapid, the leaves were larger, a
darker green than usual, the plants were more vigorous than other peony
seedlings in the same row." Do you suppose it would work on daffodil
seedlings?

BITS AND PIECES
The task of assembling the Washington Daffodil Society annual bulb order

unexpectedly fell upon me this past fall. I did the best I could, but, as usual,
several of the growers made substitutions when they could not supply the
ordered bulbs. After the bulbs were distributed, I received a phone call from a
woman in a co-operating club who was dissatisfied with her order. She had
ordered Boudoir, and had received the substitute, Mary's Pink, and was quite
unhappy about it. I explained that substitution was often necessary, that it was
to be expected in an order such as this, and that it was a more expensive bulb
than the one originally ordered. Her complaint, however, was that she had
ordered Boudoir because it was "all pink" and had instead received this "pink
and white." I don't think she ever quite believed my explanation about pink
daffodils!

— SUSAN B. TiCKNOR, Washington, D.C.

J. GERRITSEN & SON
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and GOLD MEDAL WINNERS for
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Jean Manfredi of Amherst, Massachusetts, staged an educational show of
daffodils in her local library. The display included botanic drawings and the
explanation of the horticultural classification and color coding with color
illustrations, along with live flowers individually labelled with name, division
number, and color code. The display was in place throughout the season, and
over 200 different cultivars were shown. The display was well received, and
Jean hopes that she has educated more people to what she calls the
narcissus/daffodil equation and away from the jonquil confusion.

Poeticus Round Robin #2 has a seed planting project underway. Mrs.
Merton Yerger of Maryland explains that the poet seed project idea grew out of
a surplus of Lights Out x Tart seed — 335 seeds were more than she could find
room for in the first place; then in the second place, she thought it might be an
interesting cross to observe since Lights Out has Dactyl for a pod parent and
Tart has Dactyl appearing twice in its ancestry. Any kind of traits might emerge,
but she thinks it would be lovely to have Dactyl form and substance with Lights
Out and Tart OOR corona color. The lateness of both is not what she is after
and another year she will probably force Tart as a potential pollen source to put
on Mega. Incidentally, Mrs. Yerger believes in crossing poets with poets in an
effort to retain fragrance.

Mrs. Myra Bivin of Texas has pretty good luck with poets there in spite of
the fact they are considered a challenge. In her part of Texas they have average
annual rainfall of 46", average January temperature of 38 degrees, average July
temperature of 94 degrees, and a 250-day growing season with the first freeze
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expected about mid-November. She believes the saving grace as far as daffodils
are concerned is that most of the rainfall comes in late fall, winter, and spring,
so the bulbs get a good baking in the hot season which might, she thinks,
explain the relative lack of problems with diseases. She has twelve species
and/or cultivars of poets and anticipates success with her poet seeds from the
round robin project.

Mrs. Robert Mitchell of Richmond, Virginia, is planting her poet seeds in
pots because other daffodil seeds she had tried the year before in flats didn't do
too well. She is new to raising from seed and welcomes advice.

Mrs. Walter Thompson says it usually takes eight years from seed to bloom in
Alabama and has never had any luck crossing poets but is planting the seed
from the round robin project with tender loving care.

(from Cods  Corner, January 1979)

All my bulbs are in with the exception of three N. tazetta italicus 10 W-Y.
This is a wild and crazy daffodil!!! It is a tazetta species with up to ten florets on
a stem, straw-colored petals and lemon cup. This species starts growth very,
very early and can be damaged by the winter weather; therefore, I dig the holes
in the fall leaving them open for planting after January 1. I cover the holes with
a small piece of plyboard to keep out the snow. I'll place the bulbs in place in
January and use soil placed in the garage to cover them. The bloom time is early
April. It is recommended that you dig it each year and replant in order to keep
it. This is my second try with N. t. italicus, however the first time I've used this
method.

—"TAG" BOURNE, Columbus, Ohio

(from Cods  Corner, January 1979)

While judging shows this spring, I saw a few daffodils that were new to me
that cuaght my eye. In Huntington, the flower which stood out above the rest
was Fitzwater seedling #712 (Armada x N. cyclamineus). A vase of three won
the ADS White Ribbon and National Council's Award of Horticultural
Excellence. It was a beautiful large and very smooth Y-YYO and all three
blooms were as uniform as I have ever seen. Personality 2 W-Y (Wilson, 1955)
had a pale yellow corona and greenish-yellow eye and was another one I
particularly liked. Rubythroat, Eclat, and Surfside were exhibited. Surfside
6 W-Y (Mitsch) is a little too large for my tastes although it does reflex nicely.

At the Adena Show, Opalescent 2 W-P (Mitsch) was a well-named flower
with a lilac pink corona shading into tones of apricot. I would like to have
ordered it this year, but it has been withdrawn for increase.

Park Royal 2 Y-YYR (Gibson) was a down under flower that greatly
impressed me at the SWODS show. It is available from Evans and was added to
my garden this fall. Just So 2 W-P and Bell Song 7 W-P, both Mitsch's, were
very good. This was the best year for pink coloring since I started growing
daffodils. Maybe in a less desirable season these pinks may not have taken my
eye. Speaking of pinks, Recital, a new one in my garden this year, was a very
beautiful shade of pink with a good white perianth. This was a replacement for
Tangent when my bulbs were lost in transit last fall. What a substitute!

—NAOMI LIGGETT, Columbus, Ohio
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(from the Seed Broker's mail)

I just received my first Journal . . . Your article about N. jonquilla especially
held my attention as I am most interested in the species and smaller hybrids,
probably because I am a rock gardener. To come to your offer of seed at the
end of the article was like getting dessert at the end of a good meal, and I just
couldn't pass it up. I would love to receive N. jonquilla seed and any other that
would yield plants not over, say, a foot tall, if there is any available.

—MARY ANN COLLINS

This year I removed daffodil seedling bulbs — two years from seed — from
containers into garden rows. They were so beautiful that they would almost not
need to bloom to be worth growing. Some were up to \YA inches high and Ys of
an inch in diameter. None were under Ys by 1 inch.

My joy was short lived. The varieties you sent me were kept separate by
being container grown. I averaged from 15 to 25 bulbs in each container. To
my horror, I found fly larva in more than half of them, so had to destroy them.
How the devil do you win against the beasts?

—FRANK GALAS,  Lancaster, New York

Enjoy your comments in the Journal on New Zealand and Australian
varieties. Here I have found bulbs from New Zealand much easier to convert
than those from Australian growers. Two of my best from last year were
trumpets Bruce and Cyrus from Phil Phillips in spring of 1976. Both were
large, smooth, and of strong color. The only fault of Bruce was some color
bleeding into the white perianth.

—JAY PENGRA, Flintridge. California

If it is not against the regulations of your society to export your flowers to
other countries, I would like to ask some seed of any sort. I promise to take
good care of them and I'll send pictures as soon as they are in bloom.

—MARIA PUREZA T. PALER, Maasin, So. Leyte, Philippines
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REMINISCENCES OF MORE THAN FORTY
YEARS WITH DAFFODILS

HELEN K. LINK, Brooklyn, Indiana

With more than forty years of experience in growing and shov ing daffodils, I
have seen many changes: two changes in classification; development of many
improved cultivars; better disease control; increase in populariry of the daffodil
as an exhibition flower; and the formation of the American Daffodil Society. I
have also had some exciting experiences and have made several beautiful
friendships. The most exciting experience has been the development of a
display garden with over 1000 cultivars and species both cultivated and
colonized in the sod on fifteen acres of clay soil on the top of a hill overlooking
a valley 350 feet below.

My experience started in 1937 when I decided to have a flower garden which
was planned by the well-known landscape architect, Jens Jensen. I loved flowers
as a child and will never forget the beautiful planting of yellow trumpet
daffodils (probably N. pseudo-narcissus) my mother planted along the south side
of our chicken house. Before spring arrived I would look for a sign of the
daffodils every evening when I gathered the eggs. It seemed they would never
come up, and then they were gone all too soon. Every year I would dig up a
bulb in full bloom, put it in a pot and take it to school to my teacher.

A good friend invited me to join her garden club, and soon I had many
different kinds of plants. Mr. Jensen had planned a flower bed outside my
kitchen door, but I could not plant enough daffodils in it to satisfy me. My
husband was also interested in flowers, and one fall he brought home two
bushels of mixed daffodil bulbs which I planted in clumps along a path leading
to an apple orchard. The following spring they were exquisite. Almost all the
divisions were represented, but I knew them only as daffodils, narcissus,
jonquils, and Easter lilies.

One spring my garden club was invited to participate in a daffodil show which
was sponsored by the Central District Garden Clubs of Indiana. I hesitated to
make entries in the show as I knew nothing about classification; however, I was
assured there would be someone there to help me. I cut as many different kinds
as I could find trying to choose those which were most nearly perfect. I ended
up with a two pound coffee can filled with blooms.

Upon arriving at the Art Museum where the show was held, I became
weak-kneed when I saw a group of women running around with coke bottles
containing only one flower. After standing around with my can of blooms for
about a half hour, I decided nothing was worth all that trouble so headed for
the door and home; but before I got to the door a woman asked whether she
could help me. I told her I wanted to enter the show but did not know anything
about classification or what kind of blooms I had. She was kind and helpful and
I made several entries and won a number of blue ribbons; consequently, we
became friends and I was started on the daffodil trail full speed.

In those early days, if the cultivar name was known it was placed on the entry
tag; if not, the flower was exhibited under its proper division, but preference
was given to the named cultivars at judging time. As time passed this practice
was discontinued, and for many years the cultivar names have been required on
all specimens.

In the late 193O's the RHS classification consisted of Division 1, trumpets;



Division 2, incomparabilis; Division 3, Barrii; Division 4, Leedsii; and Divisions
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 were the same as our present day classification except for
length of cups as compared to perianth segments. Division 10 consisted of the
doubles, and Division 11 took in the various species, wild forms, and wild
hybrids. Few gardeners grew anything except trumpets, incomparabilis, Barriis,
Leedsiis and a few doubles. Grandmother grew the poets, but few appeared on
the show table.

Success with my entries in the first show inspired me to buy cultivars from all
the divisions which I could find. I bought mostly from Divisions 5 - 9 . Many of
these cultivars are still with me and blooming well in their home in the sod.

My display garden began with a few rows planted in the apple orchard. As
those which grew in my flower beds multiplied, I needed an outlet for the
surplus so decided to colonize them in the sod between the apple trees. As the
old trees died and were cut down I had more room for the surplus. We plowed,
fertilized, and added sand and humus to a large bed in the open field in full sun
where I started the display garden. Now we have fifteen acres well filled with
the surplus of nearly forty-two years of division. As new cultivars came on the
market, the older ones and those I did not consider worth while to cultivate
were moved to the sod. Some did well and others died out over a period of a
few years. Many are still blooming after all those years in their sod home. How
much more can one ask from a clump of daffodil bulbs? They have never been
divided, nor have they been fertilized in recent years. They were fertilized
when planted and for a few years thereafter, but as plantings expanded it
became impossible to fertilize each clump.

One day when reading a garden magazine (probably Horticulture), I saw an
article about the formation of an American Daffodil Society. I immediately
joined and attended the first convention held in Washington, D.C. (1955). It
was a pleasure to become acquainted with Carey E. Quinn, the first President;
Harry Tuggle; Serena Bridges; Wells Knierim; Eleanor Hill; George Lee; Libby
Capen; Roberta Watrous; Willis Wheeler; John Larus; and several others. In my
memory I can still see Harry Tuggle in a witch costume at the dinner meeting
stirring the boiling caldron and pulling out a beautiful daffodil bloom after
much hocus-pocus.

The formation of the ADS served as inspiration to study, grow, and show
daffodils. The founders were hard-working, friendly, and helpful which made
the Society prosperous.

As the years went by, my plantings grew with the new cultivars replacing the
old. No more were they incomparabilis, Barri, or Leedsii. The large-cupped and
small-cupped cultivars took their place. Then the split-cups began to appear
with much criticism and dislike by many. Miniatures were grown in only a few
gardens, but Roberta Watrous changed all that and now we have our classes
quite well filled in many shows. Some of the male members of the Society
couldn't see those dear little blooms, but either their eyesight improved or they
learned to like them; thus miniatures have become quite popular among
growers and especially those with small gardens.

When Guy Wilson visisted one of our early conventions, he brought with
him the first good pink I had seen. (Salmon Trout, Richardson 1948). Although
many pink cultivars have been originated since then, I still grow Salmon Trout
in the display garden as a reminder of a sweet, gentle, little man, Guy Wilson.

In the 1940s there were few dealers in daffodil bulbs in the US who listed a
good variety of cultivars. It was difficult to find those from Divisions 5-10. The
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Daffodils naturalized in the sod in the Helen K. Link garden.
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local garden shops carried King Alfred, The First, Carlton, and Golden Spur.
Kinf Alfred, 1899, is still being sold in the supermarket as of September, 1978.

One day i saw an advertisement of daffodil bulbs in a garden magazine. I
immediately sent to the Daffodil Mart, Gloucester, Virginia, for the catalogue.
It was a t Khure listing a large number of cultivars as well as species, but little
or no description. I bought all that were offered in Divisions 5-10. Most of
them grew well; although many are good flowers, they are not available today
except by trading with someone who has collected them. Mr. George Heath
had a collection of tazettas and poetaz which I bought and now consider
priceless.

Little England was a source of many of my miniatures. It was a pleasure to
visit the Pratt home when the ADS convention was held at Williamsburg.
Although it is no longer in operation, I enjoyed seeing the setting. Some of my
precious miniatures came from there, namely, Cyclataz, Halingy, Shrimp, and
Cobweb. In those days Raindrop sold for $1.50, Shrimp $1.25, and Cobweb

Today neither Raindrop nor Shrimp is available at any price.
In the mid-forties Grant and Amy Mitsch introduced their first hybrids and

within a decade were well on their way to supplying the daffodil world with new
and interesting cultivars. They were also the source of many new cultivars from
Divisions 5-7 whi h other breeders seem to have ignored. Lemon Drops 5 Y-Y,

1956, has been an excellent grower for me and has had a home in
the sod for years where it flourishes.

Mirsch's first catalogues listed a number of cultivars from the Richardsons,
Guy Wilson, Dr. Edwin Powell, de  Graaff, Lewis, Brodie, Engleheart, P.D.
Williams, Backhouse and others. It was a good source of excellent quality bulbs.

Some of the early Mitsch introductions were Zest (1952), Chinook (1954),
Cream Cup (1952), Paul Bunyan (1952), Festivity (1952), and Lemon Drops

6). I consider Festivity to be outstanding, dependable, floriferous and also a
flower of show caliber. Its only fault is a downward tilt to the flower head which
can be corrected by proper grooming. Its parentage is uncertain, and probably
unimportant. What is important is the fact that Grant Mitsch was so conscious
of the good qualities of a daffodil that he chose to cultivate and carry it on for
us to enjoy.

There are a number of cultivars from Divisions 5-7 which are small, but not
of miniature proportions; these are rarely recognized in present day shows.
Much emphasis is placed on Divisions 1-3, a standard size flower, one bloom to
the stem, the bigger the better. This is a pity as there are many fine, interesting
cultivars of intermediate proportions which have been overlooked for years. If
placed on the show table the judges ignore them. Much progress has been made
in the last forty years; but few top awards, such as best of show, have gone to

edjate size flowers regardless of their quality. I am suggesting that the
judges open their eyes to intermediate size flowers which have nothing against
them except lack of large size.

When the Quinn Award was set up Judge Quinn decided to require that five
ions be represented in the hopes the collections would be made up of

other than single bloom scapes. He wanted the collections to have variety from
the best of all the divisions. Rarely do we see multiple bloom scapes in a Quinn
collection. If an exhibitor is bold enough to include multiple headed scapes, the
judges are apt to ignore the collection regardless of the quality. A collection
should be an assembly of specimens for educational interest. Variety must be a
factor. There is little interest in a collection when all are as nearly alike as
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possible in size, form, etc. There are no points given for staging. A collection
should be pleasingly staged, but nowhere is there a rule that demands each
flower must be placed exactly two inches from its neighbor and all the same
height. I have seen Rockall exhibited with its beautiful, long, sturdy stem cut
off to fit alongside Tudor King which always has a much shorter stem. Are the
judges judging the specimens or the staging? I wonder whether we have
progressed too far in the direction of uniformity when collections are not
supposed to be uniform. The exact opposite is true of vases of three and five of
the same cultivar. They should be as nearly alike in all qualities as possible.

One of the early ADS conventions was most memorable. It was the year of
Luna Moth. The banquet tables were covered with yellow satin cloths. Daffodils
and yellow candles were the decorations. The theme was further carried out by
the use of large yellow moths on the pillars of the banquet hall. It was a
magnificent sight to behold, certainly unforgettable and outstanding.

For the past twenty-five years we have opened our garden to the public
during the peak of bloom. Hundreds of people come from all over the country
to visit the daffodils. These people are interesting. There are those who spend
hours on their stomachs flat on the ground with their cameras. Others bring
their dogs, large and small, (mostly large) and turn them loose to chase
whatever may appear, rabbits, etc. A few drive over the sod and through the
flowers with their cars so grandmother who is crippled with arthritis can see the
daffodils. They may get stuck in the soft ground and have to be pulled out to
say nothing of who repairs the damage.

There are those who ask questions, such as: "If I put a bloom in water will it
root?" Some pretend to be bosom friends of the Links. Occasionally I will be
pollinating or pulling weeds when a visitor will stop me and tell me how well
they know the Links when I have never seen them before. I am usually thought
to be a hired hand, and unless asked do not spend any time explaining.
Strangers often think I am the wife of the caretaker. I have learned a lot of
things I did not know about the Link family from the visitors.

Moochers are always present. Some hint for bulbs, others ask for them, but
the sneaky ones stop along the road with their spades and crawl through the
bushes and dig what they want when no one is looking. One Sunday morning I
looked out my kitchen window and saw a man pulling flowers as fast as he
could. He had all he could carry in one arm. Without thinking I slammed the
door and took out after him as he ran toward his car. I yelled, "Get out you
thief and don't come back." Had he asked, I would gladly have given him all the
flowers he wanted.

One of the pleasures of growing daffodils is sharing the flowers and surplus
bulbs with others. During the season we cut hundreds of blooms which we give
to nursing homes, schools, churches, etc. Excess bulbs have been given to
hospitals, churches, schools, and parks for landscaping purposes.

Children: I am not sure whether they behave better or worse than the dogs.
It all depends on the parents. Turned loose, they have fun. I spent one whole
day replacing labels which they pulled and carried from one bed to another.
Some were piled under a dogwood tree. Fortunately the beds are all charted so
the labels could be replaced correctly. Most visitors are careful of the plantings
and appreciate the opportunity to visit the garden. Rarely do we have to pick up
trash.

Taking care of the display garden is an eight month chore which involves
planting, fertilizing, weeding, and the use of herbicides. Since our soil is heavy
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clay, gypsum and peat moss have to be used for good root growth. I plant on
the deep side as I think that keeps them from multiplying too fast. I dig a hole
about ten inches deep, throw a double handful of sand and peat mixture, a
sprinkle of low nitrogen fertilizer, mix it up well with the surrounding soil, then
add a sprinkle of Dieldrin and Benlate and set in the bulb. One teaspoon of Sea
Born (kelp) added to the sand and peat mix seems to improve color. Established
plantings are given an application of potato fertilizer after blooming and again in
early spring as foliage appears.

Weed control has been one of the big problems. There are weed growth
inhibitors which are safe to use, but none should be used on seedlings. I have
used Treflan in both liquid and granular form for several years, although its use
for daffodils has been removed from the label. I think the secret for success is
using the correct strength in combination with mulch the entire year. I have
found pine needles to be an excellent mulch. They keep the flowers clean at
blooming season and the soil cool during the summer. As they disintegrate they
improve the soil. I have also used peanut hulls which have been available until
recently at the farm supply stores; however, someone decided to grind them
since they are used by the chicken growers as scratch. Now they are too fine to
be used as mulch. This year I have tried using five layers of wet newspaper
between the rows after the area is weeded and treated with Treflan. Mulch is
applied to hold the papers down. So far it is working well, but whether a heavy
wind will rip them up is another problem. Previously I have used black plastic
between the rows. It is a sure weed growth inhibitor, but it has to be stapled to
the ground and as it ages it tears loose and is torn out from under the staples by
a heavy wind. Experience has shown that one must use what works best for him
or her; there is no set rule for weed control. I remember seeing much damage
to a planting at Swarthmore College several years ago. This was due to either
too much herbicide or the wrong kind.

In recent years many daffodil buffs have been hybridizing. New color breaks
have appeared, some pleasing and others muddy or insipid. Form has changed
considerably with the round, flat perianth segments preferred. White is no
longer white and yellow becomes amber. Yellow and pink can be found in the
same bloom.

Two outstanding blooms which I saw last spring were Ghost and a sister
seedling L31/1 from Murray Evans. They were the most perfect in every respect
I have seen in a long time. We in the United States are very fortunate to have
had Grant Mitsch and Murray Evans as breeders of such a good variety of new
cultivars.

Although I have spent countless hours digging, planting, weeding, and
mowing the colonized fields, it has been worth my time to see the beautiful
landscape in spring with its "host of golden daffodils."
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TWO MEMORIALS FOR GEORGE S. LEE, JR.
CATHY RiLEY, Greenwich, Connecticut

It was erroneously stated in the December Journal that bulbs were requested
for the Olive W. Lee Memorial Garden which George Lee gave to the New
Canaan Garden Center. As the garden had gotten so shady, George stopped
planting new bulbs a few years before his death. Therefore, the Garden Center
has said that, rather than bulbs, they would be most grateful for any
contribution towards the upkeep of the garden. Checks should be sent in
George's memory to: The New Canaan Garden Center, %Mrs. William
Gillerlain, 68 Sherwood Lane, New Canaan, CT 06840.

The bulbs which were so generously donated last fall by Murray Evans, Grant
Mitsch and the Havens, and Wells Knierim, among others, were sold at the
ADS booth at the Bryant Park Flower Show in New York City. All proceeds
went into the ADS's own George S. Lee, Jr. Memorial Fund to which private
donations were added.

The Board voted at the October meeting in Des Moines that the money
collected and all future donations to the Fund should be given to the New York
Botanical Garden for a continuing prize for Horticultural Excellence to a
student in the NYBG School of Horticulture.

The school is a small but good one, with students from all over the East. The
work-study program trains them for jobs in greenhouse, flower shop, and golf
course management, arboretum and laboratory work, etc. It seems a most
fitting memorial to George to award a prize in his name for overall excellence
to a young horticulturalist.

Donations may be sent to: The New York Botanical Garden, George S. Lee,
Jr. Memorial Fund, % Mr. Carlton B. Lees, Bronx, New York 10458, or to Mr.
William Ticknor, Tyner, North Carolina, 27980.

Since there will be no flower show in New York next fall, we have no market
place for a bulb sale. May I suggest that those of you who may wish to donate
their surplus bulbs in memory of George should do as Libbe Capen did: sell the
bulbs out of your gardens and send the proceeds to either of the Memorials.
They are both very worthy causes and tax deductible.

GORDON HARRISON POETS
Take a look at the map in your Atlas! Names of daffodils will "jump out" at

you when you look near the English/Scottish border. There is the Tweed River
for which the poet Tweedsmouth was named and Otterburn, a local village. The
flower by that name grows very large and beautiful without becoming coarse in
Northern England and there readily wins Champion in Division 9. The nearby
Cheviot Hills mountain range, covered with snow during the winter, has been
the inspiration for the name of an impressive  five-and-a-half inch white trumpet
seedling which will be named Cheviot Chase.

These daffodils were bred by Mr. Gordon Harrison of Northumberland
County, England, the poets having been registered in 1968. Now his widow
entrusts a friend with exhibiting them and hopes to register more as they prove
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their worth. He says that Tweedsmouth, of which there is a fairly large stock,
may be going to be re-classified into Division 3 which is a disappointment
because it will have a rough time in competition against Carncairn's new
Birdsong.

A third poet of Mr. Harrison's, also registered in 1968, put his favorite "pub"
on the map — it is named Jingling Gate. Poet fans need not jingle off to the
pub in search of the flower though — there are only eight bulbs in all the
world.

— MEG YERGER, Princess Anne, Maryland

MRS. J. LIONEL RICHARDSON
When Nell Richardson died December 11, the American Daffodil

Society lost one of its well known and loved members. Her introduction
to the Society was in 1960 when she was the featured speaker at the
Convention.

She was the widow of Lionel Richardson, known world-wide as an Irish
daffodil hybridizer. Not only did she administer that business, but
following his death continued hybridizing at Prospect House.

She was also interested in Jersey cattle and won awards at the Dublin
Show and was a past president of the Jersey Cattle Association of Ireland.
Prospect House became a famous name in both cattle and daffodils.

The Richardson Trade Exhibit was the spectacular highlight at the
Royal Horticultural Society Annual Daffodil Show and Competition
filling an entire wall with a mass of blooms. Each year until Nell's
retirement, this magnificent exhibit won a gold medal, maintaining her
husband's unbroken record. She was assisted in this showing by Jack
Goldsmith, who had grown up with the daffodil business at Prospect
House.

Nell continued entering the Engleheart Cup Class, and, with a two-year
exception, regularly took the trophy. The Narcissus and Tulip Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society awarded her the Peter Barr Memorial
Cup in I960 and in 1965 dedicated its Year Book to her. In 1974 she
received the Garden Club of America Florens DeBevoise Medal "for her
brilliant and internationally famous achievement in breeding and
hybridizing daffodils." In 1977 the American Daffodil Society honored
her with its Gold Medal.

Nell well deserved all these tributes but the greatest accolade that can
be paid to this remarkable woman is the affection and friendship she
inspired and returned. Truly, the American Daffodil Society has lost not
only a dedicated member but a true friend.

DAFFODIL SHOW DATES FOR 1979
MRS. PHIL M. LEE, Acting Awards Committee Chairman

Recent illness has caused Awards Chairman Mildred Simms to temporarily
curtail her activities. All correspondence regarding ADS shows and awards,
including show reports, should be sent to Acting Awards Chairman, Mrs. Phil
M. Lee, 6415 Bresslyn Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37205, phone (615)
352-2769, until further notice.
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March 3-4 — Santa Barbara,  Calif. — by ADS members  in the central coast
area; location  to be announced later; information:  Ken Dorwin,  1124 Dulzura
St., Santa Barbara, 93108.

March 10-11  — Oakland,  Calif. — by the Northern California Daffodil Society
at Lakeside Park Garden Center,  666 Bellevue  Ave.; information:  Mrs.
Nancy R. Wilson,  571 Woodmont  Ave., Berkeley, 94708.

March 16-17-18  — Dallas, Texas  — State Show  by the Texas Daffodil Society
as part  of the Dallas Flower  and Garden Show  at the State Fair Park;
information:  Mrs. R. H. Rodgers,  Jr., 3612 Rosedale  Ave., Dallas, 75205.

March 17-18 — Fortuna,  Calif. — Pacific Regional  and State Show  by the
Fortuna Garden Club  at the Veterans' Memorial Bldg.,  1426 Main  St.;
information:  Mrs. Betty  B. Allison,  Rte. 1, Box 612, Fortuna, 95540.

March 24 — Mayflower,  Ark. — State Show  by the Arkansas Daffodil Society;
location  to be announced later; information:  Mrs. Kenneth  C. Ketcheside,
2025 Prince  St., Conway, 72032.

March 24-25  — Hernando, Miss.  — State Show  by the Garden Study Club  at
the National Guard Armory, McCracken  Rd.; information: Miss Judy
Faggard,  402 Tchulahoma  Rd., Rte. 3, Hernando, 38632.

March 24-25  — La Canada,  Calif. — by the Southern California Daffodil
Society  at Descanso Gardens,  1419 Descanso  Dr.; information:  Jay Pengra,
954 St. Katherine  Dr., Flintridge, 91011.

March 29 — Oxford, Miss.  — by the Oxford Garden Club  at the University
Museum; information:  Mrs. Cile Downer, Leighton  Rd., Oxford, 38655.

March 29-30  — Atlanta.  Ga. — Southeast Regional Show  by the Georgia
Daffodil Society  and the Atlanta Garden Center  and its affiliated clubs  at
Rich's auditorium,  45 Broad  St.; information:  Mrs. Jeanne Lynch, Garden
Center Chairman,  P. O. Box 4539, Atlanta, 30302.

March 30-31 — Memphis, Tenn.  — State Show  by the Mid-South Daffodil
Society  at Goldsmith Civic Garden Center; information:  Mrs. Wra. V.
Winton, 4930 Roane  Rd., Memphis, 38117.

March 31-April  1 — Chapel Hill,  N. C. — State Show  by the Garden Club
Council  of Chapel Hill-Carrboro  in the Totten Bldg.  at the North Carolina
Botanical Garden; information:  Mrs. W. L. Wiley,  412 Cameron  Ave.,
Chapel Hill, 27514.

April 7 — Bowling Green, Ky.  — State Show  by the Kentucky Daffodil Society
at the Red Carpet  Inn; information;  Mrs. Louis Holzapfel,  302 Bellvue  Dr.,
Bowling Green, 72101.

April 7 — Princess Anne,  Md. — by the Somerset County Garden Club  at the
Peninsula Bank; information:  Mrs. N. T. Wittington,  Jr., Here  Be, Marion,
21838.

April 7  — Corona  Del Mar, California — Southern California Late Show  at the
Sherman Foundation, Pacific Coast Highway, Corona  Del Mar, California;
information:  Jay Pengra,  954 St. Katherine  Dr., Flintridge, 91011.

April 7-8 — Gloucester,  Va. — by the Garden Club  of Gloucester  at the
Intermediate School  on Route  17; information:  Mrs: John  L. Finney,
P. O. Box 520, Gloucester, 23061.

April 7-8 — Nashville, Tenn.  — Southern Regional Show  by the Middle
Tennessee Daffodil Society  at Tennessee Botanical Gardens, Cheekwood;
information:  Dr. Theodore  E. Snazelle,  540 Tobylynn  Dr., Nashville, 37211.

April 11-12 — Lynchburg, Virginia  — by the Garden Club  of Virginia;
information:  Mrs. Karl  F. Hehl, 4705 Boonesboro  Rd., Lynchburg, 24503.
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April 12 — Chillicothe, Ohio — by the Adena Daffodil Society at the Veterans
Administration Hospital, Recreation Room Bldg. 212; information: Mrs.
Wyman C. Rutledge, 704 Ashley Dr., Chillicothe, 45601.

April 14 — Bloomington, Indiana — by the Indiana Daffodil Society at College
Mall; information: Mrs. David Frey, 2625 Smith Rd., Bloomington, 47401.

April 14-15 — Hampton, Virginia — by the Tidewater Virginia Daffodil
Society at the Holiday Inn Coliseum, Mercury Blvd. and 1-64; information;
Mrs. Henning Rountree, 276 Harris Creek Road, Hampton, 23669.

April 14-15 — Washington, D.C. — The Middle Atlantic Regional Show by the
Washington Daffodil Society at the National Arboretum; information: Miss
Susan Ticknor, Apt. 413, 6129 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, 22041.

April 18-19 — Baltimore, Maryland — by the Maryland Daffodil Society at the
Brown Memorial Presbyterian Church, Charles and Woodbrook Lane;
information: Mrs. Frances Chapman, 908 Army Rd., Baltimore, 21204.

April 19 — Princeton, New jersey — by the New Jersey Daffodil Society at the
Unitarian Church, Corner Route 206 and Cherry Hill Rd.; information: Mrs.
A. F. Austin, 27 North Road, Princeton, 08540.

April 20-21 — Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania — Regional Show by the
Philadelphia Area Daffodil Society at Lower Court, Plymouth Meeting Mall;
information: Mrs. Helen H. LeBlond, 2740 Lundy Lane, Huntingdon Valley,
19006.

April 21-22 — Bel Air, Maryland — by the Garden Club of Harford County,
the Country Garden Club, and Evergreen Garden Club of Harford County at
the Bel Air Middle School, Moore's Mill Rd.; information: Mrs. Frederick J.
Viele, 237 Cooley Bill Rd., Havre deGrace, 21076.

April 21-22 — Dayton, Ohio — by the Southwest Ohio Daffodil Society at
Benjamin Wegerzyn Garden Center, 1301 Siebenthaler Ave.; information:
Thomas M. Dunn, 3672 Mandalay Dr., Dayton, 45416.

April 24 — Islip, New York — by the South Side Garden Club; information:
Mrs Joseph J. Lambert, 147 South Windsor Ave., Brightwater, 11718.

April 24-25—Chambersburg, Pennsylvania— State Show by the Chambersburg
Garden Club at the Recreation Center, S. Third St.; information: Mrs. Owen
W. Hartman, 105 Farmington Rd., Chambersburg, 17201.

April 25-26 — Downingtown, Pennsylvania — by the Garden Class of the
Women's Club of Downingtown at the Women's Club, Manor Ave.;
information: Mrs. W. L. Batchelor, Route 1, Downingtown, 19335.

April 26 — Greenwich, Connecticut — by the Greenwich Daffodil Society at
the Boys' Club of Greenwich, Horseneck Lane; information: Mrs. James W.
Riley, 8 Jofran Lane, Greenwich, 08830.

April 27 — Wilmington, Delaware — State Show by the Delaware Daffodil
Society at St. Albans Episcopal Church, 913 Wilson Rd.; information: Mrs.
W. R. Mackinney, 535 Woodhaven Rd., West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380.

April 28-29 — Columbus, Ohio — Midwest Regional Show by the Central
Ohio Daffodil Society at the Upper Arlington Municipal Services Bldg., 3600
Tremont Rd.; information: Mrs. James Liggett, 4126 Winfield Rd.,
Columbus, 43220.

April 30 — Nantucket, Massachusetts — by the Nantucket Garden Club;
information; Mrs. Earle MacAusland, P. O. Box 298, Nantucket, 02554.

May 3-4 — Boston, Massachusetts — National Show at Horticultural Hall;
information: Mrs. Charles G. Rice, Ship Oak Farm, Box 264, South
Hamilton, 01982.
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May 8-9 — Cleveland, Ohio — by the Western Reserve Daffodil Society at the
Cleveland Garden Center, 11030 East Blvd.; information: Wells Knierim,
31090 Providence Rd., Cleveland, 44124.

May 12-13 — Chaska, Minnesota — by the Minnesota Daffodil society at the
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum; information: David Karnstedt, 1790
Richard Circle, West St. Paul, 55118.

THE SINGLE ENTRY SYNDROME
WILLIAM O. TlCKNOR, Tyner, North Carolina

Once upon a time, not long ago, at a daffodil show a group of judges came to
a class for five stems. There were three entries. One judge said, "This entry is
the best and they are all nice blooms." Another judge said, "Yes, and I like this
other entry better than the one on the left." The third judge said, "I agree, let's
give that one the blue ribbon, this one the red, and the other a yellow."

The judges moved on to another class — also a collection of five stems. One
said, "Ah, a single entry." Another said, "It is quite nice." The third said, "Well,
it's the only one and it is good." The first judge said, "Yes, but we don't have to
give it a blue. Let's look at it." The second judge said, "That middle flower has
spilled some pollen." The third judge said, "If you look carefully at the back of
the end flower, you can see a speck of dirt." The first judge, down on her
knees, said, "Aha, the sheath on this one has split irregularly." The second
judge said, "Let's give it a red ribbon and move on."

This is known as the Single Entry Syndrome. Had that entry had another
entry beside it, not quite as good, it would have won a blue ribbon.

While the above is apocryphal, I have repeatedly seen excellent single
entries, usually collections, receive red ribbons when they were in every way
equal to blue ribbon entries near by. In fact, last spring I predicted correctly
that three diffferent collection entries would be victims of the single entry
syndrome.

At the Middle Atlantic Regional meeting at Williamsburg, Virginia, on
October 22, 1978, there was a question-and-answer Judges' Panel session and I
posed the single entry syndrome to the judges. The reaction was one of
sympathetic surprise but no real answer. However, Joe Peterson of Springfield,
Virginia, President of the Washington Daffodil Society, had an explanation and
an answer. He said that this same judging phenomenon had been recognized at
cat and dog shows — shows of great financial interest to their exhibitors. Joe
said that it was an acknowledged fact that in classes where there was more than
one cat or dog the animals were judged one against another, whereas when
there was but one the pet was judged against perfection. Joe said that the
judges were advised to guard against too strict judging of single entries and that
judges should make a conscious effort to give the single entry the exact same
treatment as if it had competition.

As the reader may have noticed, it is discouraging to enter five excellent
pinks or an ADS Green Ribbon entry of twelve and find a red ribbon, and feel
sincerely that it is the equivalent of blue ribbon entries nearby. A blue ribbon
doesn't represent perfection — just 90 out of 100 points in that direction.
Watch out, judges, for the single entry syndrome next spring!
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WHERE CAN I G E T . . . ? "
DESIRED BY:

Richard S. Kersten
107 Chatham Street
Chatham, New Jersey 07928
William R. P. Welch
Garzas Road
Carmel Valley, California 93924

CULTIVAR:

Cool Harmony 1 W-Y
Rosedale 1 W-P (Radcliff)

Fame 8 W-O
Killare 8 W-Y
Maid Marion 8 YYY
St. Johns 8 Y-O
N. x dubius 10 W-W
N. triandrus Aurantiacus 10 Y-Y
N. triandrus Calathinus 10 W-W
N. tazetta subsp. bertolonii 10 Y-Y
White Perfection 8 W-W
Polglase 8 W-O
Angie 8 W-W
N. x macleayi 10 W-Y
Cyclataz 8 Y-O
Raindrop 5 W-W
Hors d'Oeuvre 8 Y-Y
Halingy 8 W-Y

Anyone who can share any of the above, or who knows where they may be
purchased, please write directly to those seeking them. Send requests for future
listings to the Editor.

HEMEROCALLIS (Daylilies)
Enjoy this wonderful flower when your daffodil season is

finished. Its long bloom season will greatly expand your
garden enjoyment.

Constant improvements in color, size, form and habits in-
sure rapid growth of interest in this fine plant.

Four colorful journals a year filled with informative data
on varieties, culture, performance and progress. Many
Round Robins open to participation.

ONLY $7.50 PER YEAR
Join THE AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY

Joan D. Senior, Secretary DeQueen, Arkansas 71832
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SERVICES AND SUPPLIES

Slide Sets:
1. Show Winners 6. Miniatures
2. Symposium Favorites 7. Arrangements of Daffodils
3. Novelties and Newer Varieties 8. Daffodils in Britain
4. Daffodil Primer (Garden Club 9. Species and Wild Forms

Special) 10. Classification and Color Coding
5. 107 from Grant Mitsch

Slide rental: $5.00 per set. Confirm dates well in advance. Address all
correspondence concerning slides to:

Mrs. Harold E. Stanford, Rte. 2, Lebanon, Tenn. 37087

Membership application forms. No charge.
Publications in the ADS library may be borrowed by members.

Incomplete list will be found in Daffodil Journal for September, 1965,
p. 21. Correspondence invited on items not listed.

ITEMS FOR SALE
Daffodil Pin (tie back, pin back, or ring back) $ 7.50
Daffodils — To Show and Grow, 1977 3.50
Handbook for Exhibiting and Judging Daffodils, 1974 .. 2.25
The Daffodil Handbook, 1966

Paper Cover, $3.40; Cloth 4.90
Print-out of Daffodil Data Bank $15.00; with binder 18.00
Binder for 12 numbers of Daffodil Journal 3.40
Set of at least 15 numbers of Daffodil Journal 5.00
Single copies of Daffodil Journal 1.50
ADS Yearbooks for 1957/8, 1964 2.00 ea.
ADS Approved List of Miniatures, 1979 two 15-cent stamps each.
RHS Daffodil and Tulip Year Books (new copies):

1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966 3.00 ea.
1967, 1968, $3.50 ea.; 1969, 1970, $4.25 ea.; 1971 5.50
1971 Daffodil Season Report 2.00
Daffodils 1972, 1973, 1974 3.00 ea.
Daffodils 1975, 1976 3.50 ea.
Daffodils 1977, 1978 4.25

RHS Daffodil and Tulip Year Book (used copies, as available):
Write for years on hand with prices

Show entry cards 500 for $11.00; 1000 for $20.00

Make checks payable to American Daffodil Society, Inc. Prices include
postage. Correspondence is invited concerning out-of-print publications on
daffodils. Copies of these are sometimes available or names will be placed on
want list.

AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY, Inc.
Tyner, N.C. 27980 Tel. (919) 221-8388
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Distinctive Daffodils

Specializing in pinks, reverse bicolors, and species hybrids

We wish to express our sincere appreciation for your
patronage and encouragement this past season. Our 1979
catalogue is scheduled for an early March publication and
is free to ADS members who desire a copy. If yours fails
to reach you by April 10, please advise us. Due to limited
stock of many varieties, early orders are encouraged to
avoid disappointment.

Our goal is to continue to produce top quality bulbs and
distinctive new varieties.

1979 introductions from Grant Mitsch include:

'New Doubles
*New Red Cups
*New Red Cup Jonquil Hybrid

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Havens
Grant E. Mitsch Daffodils

P. O. Box 218
Hubbard, Oregon 97032

for

SHOW AND  Garden
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